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IN OUR 80th YEAR

Joe Overbey Is
Registered At School
VERSITY, Miss. — First
it gate': from the Murray area
the seventh annual Dixie
Natienal Baton Twirling Institute to be held June 14-19 was
Jse Overby.
The institute annually attracts
use to six hundred high school
and college baton twirlers who
get instruction from the nation's
top twirlers.
The institute is sanctioned by
the National Baton Twirling Assaciation and is sponsored by the
University of Mississippi. The
Dixie National Open Twirling
Contest will also be held :n
conjuncticn with the institute.
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Rocket Ship X-15 Flown Today
Under Wing Of Mother Jet B-52

Waterfield
Is Running
On His Record

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE.
Calif. (UPI) — The 4.000-milean hour rocket ship X-15 was
test Ilswn today for the Latish
time in captive pesition beneath
its eight-jet B-52 mather ship.
Test officials from North American Aviation and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration indicated by prothis
for
preparati ins
longed
flight that it might be the last
tethered role of the 50-loot X-15
and its awn thunderbolt power.
The X-I5 program is part of
getting
in
research
NASA's
America's fast vehicle beyond
the atmosphere.
The needle-nosed ship was airlifted at 9:20 a. m. PDT, 12:20
P. m. EDT. but once again was
riot under its own rocket thrust.
However, the vehicle designed
to "leap out of the atmosphere
into space much as a fish jumps

out of water" was supervisk in
the air by veteran pilot Scott
Crossifield, 37, as it "cruised" at
a mere 500 miles an hour beneath the B-52.
'Eventually, the X-15 is expected to reach altitude above
100 miles and possibly go as
high as 150.
Today's test ship was given its
first captive test March 10.
As the feurthdlight was underway, it was disclosed that the
second of the highly complex
rocket-powered ships has joined
the original craft at the North
American ramp for its own
ground tests. A third X-15 is still
at the company's plant in Los
Angeles. 65 miles southwest of
this desert base.
Unlike the neik Project Mercury capsule, the X-15 research
program calls for a "oonventionantipe" aircraft developed beyond anything yet flown but
utilizing basic, controlled flight
principles as Pioneered by the
Wright brothers.
mission
primary
Crossfield's
has been to ride in the cockpit •if
the "hardware," watching cortrol systems as well as communications among rocket. mother
ship, ground tracking stetens
and mobile units

LEBANON (UPI) — Lt. Gov.
WARSAW (UPI) — Bert T.
Harry Lee Waterfield says he
Clipabs, anti-administratirin candcein't want to be governor of
agate for the Demecratic guberKentucky if he can't be elected
natorial ni•mination, Wedensday
on the basis of merit and his
attacked the state administraqualifications.
tion's highway program.
"I'd rather go home." the DemCombs said state read building
nominee
gubernatoeial
ocratic
administrative casts have
told an audience here Wednesday
bled during the out three years.
night.
He said officIal fieerci shaw
"I have a record and I will put
administrative costs. Lei the last
my record, 'in the cause of edufiscal year of the previous adcation, labor, industry, agricultministration's hietesigy buliding
ure, parks, conservation and ingram were $8 000 per mile.
costrial expanun, up against any
wCarnpare this with the cost
That round table at Geneva. Delegations (from left) are the U. S., France, United Kingdom. and
record of any man in Kentucky,"
per mile in 19587a total el more
Sostet. West Germane are at separate table (lower left) and East Germans at another eeparate
said.
he
than $15.000." Crenbs asserted.
table (right). Third separate table Is for the secretariat.
desire or intention
no
have
"I
He charged that the current
This
personalities.
ot dealing in
state adminietratien and its Highis the best administration in my
way Department under Commistime because it has more :or
sioner Ward J. Oates, "is conmore for health and
education,
of
structing fewer miles
state
conservation and agfor
welfare,
highway and spendingmore monriculture, and has attracted more
ey to do it."
industry..."
-"In the fiscal year of 1956. the
was
he
said
Waterfield
so year of the previous admin,s"amused" to read in the paper a
ration. Kientucky built 19.180
claim from his opponent Bert T.
miles of road. ctereiared with
Combs. that the Combe campaign
this fiscal year canstruction of
has been "one of truth."
17,050 miles." Carrhsa figures
making
around
goes
"He
shnwed.
charges that are absolutely false
"We owe it to ourselves and
and without foundation. He has
our children to treat this highbeen making charges that he
way program as a Scared trust,
The Ntieray High School Band
knows are untrue. I could make
rather than a playground for
held :tb annual awards banquet
if
times
forty
har,
a
out
hOn
Tuesday night. May 19. at 8:30
politicians and profiteers." the
I wanted to. just by telling you
former appelate judge added.
in the Woman's Club House.
said
has
he
some of the things
Awards, letters, bars, and stars
•Cimbs offered a five-point prodeclared.
that are not true," he
Seated at Soviet round table section is Andrei
U S. Secretary of, State Chrtstbui Herter
gram to carry out the highways
were presented to those who
clita-ns
•Waterfield said Combs.
Gromako (left), the big man of the delegaAinbaseador to Moscow Lle(right) and U
them. The Arian Award
deserved
program he .suggests, slang with
about his investments in a subbon. Ads isers are around him.
wellyn Thompson at round table.
to Sandra Hampresented
Wilson W Wyatt. his running
was
Mies Judy Barnett
division in Frankfort are "but
senior musicautstanding
as
mate. It would:
rick
SOnaki OFF AT ROUND TABLE—The first big power parley since 1955 finds these scenes In the
Miss Judy Barnett, cellist, will one example of the things Combs
ian by Rue Over-bey. representa—Obtain the services of a comthe Soviet-demanded round table in place, turd
With
said
He
m
Switzerland.
of
Geneva,
true."
Nations
enlace
not
are
that
says
the
at
at
artist
guest
the
petent executive to head the appear
tive ef the Lion's Club.
toe East Germans at another table. as demanded by the U. S., the situation filially gets down to
annual Murray Training Schaal Combs had been. "going all over
The -moat improved" award
Highway Department.
(Radiophotos)
at the round table.
East
Germans
the
a
Soviet
wanted
canes.
built
The
had
he
saying
Kentucky
May
Friday,.
By LOUIS CASSELS
on
went t. ce.g WfIlace. A -most
—Establish a first. class merit Music Banquet
in
sUbdivisiog
the
to
road
Mate
_Lea
dalbri Print. Intereateenall
House
Club
17f#Was
&-typeran'T/etV217e
system to get rid of "sleepers, V2, 620 p. in. at the
order to sell lots," and added
LOUISVILLE. Ky. atPfl — S ,u.
of the Murray Woman's
sented to Betty /Part and Nancy
drones and deadheads."
today
if Mr. that Combs had been showing a
M:5s Barnett daughter
Mary Florence Church- them Baptists were told
Roberts.
—Treat the trained planners
growth is outpicture, allegedly of the subill received an award for being world population
end engineers with respect and and Mrs. 0. W. Barnett of MurMurray division.
stripping the efforts of Christian
from
ray, graduated
the "best musician".
attention.
the Gospel
'The picture he shows is nit
The "best-all-around" award missionaries to carry
Restore home rule to the coun- Training School in 1954 While
even the same subdivision," Waliving creature."
"every
to
Lovett.
Allan
to
presented
was
ties in the administration of the a student at MTh. Miss Barnett
The
'WASHINGTON ( UPI) —
—
SWANNANOA, N. C.
"Percentage-wise the world is
was presented with the Arien terfield said. He added that the House
Band letters were presented to
rural highway program.
ommittee
A.ppropiatisrrs
subdivision in which he holds
coed, her Nice
once-attaretive
A
more non-Christian each
growing
achievement
musical
ir
f
Award
Shirley,
Patsy
Bennett,
Maxine
—Pass a conflict - of - interest
denied an administration
Everyone in Murray and Cal "all ch pped up" by a hatchetan interest was more than "three- today
Baker J. Cauthen ol
said
she
Award;
year."
Citizenship
the
and
McClure,
Pearly
Ryan,
Nancy
measure to prevent anyone in
29.875,000 to build 1 -way County is urged to wear
fourths of a mile from the road request for
ex-roomate. may be dis- Linda Harris, Mary Lou Bryant, Richmond. Va.. executive secretary
itnelcang
all-round
best
the
as
elected
was
the state government from using
security prison a poppy in tribute to America's
in question and that all lots in new maxanurn
figured fir life-if she lives.
Mary L. Erwin. James Kerlick. of the Southern Baptist Foreien
the Highway Department to en- student and served as president
ear dead Saturday, May 23rd,
it were sold benire the '- road for hardened crieinals,
"She may live, she may not Larry Buxton, Rosyanne Farris, Missionary Board
Club,
Y
Hi
Tri
the
of
today
area
change the value af real estate
Ky.,
iitied
Fulton,
the
in
A
site
proclamation
a
in
the read
live," Buornbe County Sheriff Betty Hart, and John Bryant III.
In a report presented to 15.0000
I Miss Barnett is currently a was built. Actually,
owned by state • fficials
had been listed sixth on a list of by Mayor Holmes Ellis, setting
attending
Laurence Brown said.
!junior IntifiC major at Murray was constructed to serve the possible locations for the Alcagiven to all "messengers and visitors
were
Stars
Geld
Day.
Poppy
as
day
the
aside
SchoRose Wattersore 20, was hack- the members of the pop band and the church's 102nd annual meetState College where she is a new Franklin Countylifigh
atcalled
prison.
traz-ty-pe
praclamat.on
The
'a nesa
ed in the face by Patricia Dennis. bars were given the band mem- ing. Cauthen said missionaries "are
student of Profesear Neale Ma- ea a large neie facto',
Denial of the construction mon- tenticn to the sacrifice of life
21, wha said she was "in a Jea- bers vote, have served the full more urgently needed than ever
son. She is a member of the church and other industry
budget
Calloway
of
major
only
men
the
was
ey
young
by
made
lous rage" ,because Miss Wattei- year. Gold Medals were pre- in the history of the foreign
College Orchestra, the College the area. Futhermare, the wad cut inflicted by the committee
this
of
wars
three
County in the
adson had "taken my friends fron sented the following who rated mission enterprise."
String Orchestra, the Student was started by the Wetherby
apcitiall
8849,898.700
a
upon
approving
in
century and called
me." Brown said.
"Population increase today exQuartet and the Vivace Music ministration two years before propriation bill. The bill ineuperior at the music testis-al:
zens to show that the yen:mem'Miss Watterson, of the town of baton twirling solos, Pam Mahan ceeds anything the world has ever
WASHINGTON (UPS — Federal Club. Last fall. Miss Barnett I became lieutenant governar. cluded funds to operate the Jusby
men
ber and honor those
Guilt-aid College. N. C., under- and Mary Leslie Erwin; baton known," he said. "Even though
agents and state police began a was elected president of the That is the type of campaign my
tice Department in the new fis- wearing the war m-ernarial flowwent extensive surgery Wednes- ensembles, Marth Lamb, Pam the Christian outreach is more
coast-to-coast roundup today of Murray chapter of Sigma Alpha opponent has conducted and he
--cal year which begins July 1.
er.
the number
at Asheville near here
day
27 big name racketeers who at- Iota, a professional music scram.- says he tells the truth," he addMahan. and Mary Erwin. Joe extensive each year.
The committee gave no reason
Poppies, made by disaNed vet.
to be reached is growing
The attack occurred sh irtly Joe
people
tended the 1957 gangland con- ity. For the past three years, she ed.
Vanks,
of
Margie
Overbey.
for its action, silting un'y that erans, will be eistr.butedinen, the
before 5 a. m. Tuesday as Miss
vention in Apalachin, N. Y.
at an even faster rate"
has served as the assistance orit was granting all funds re- streets throughout the day by Watterson slept in her room at Nancy Ryan, Cocelia Wallace,
Cauthen reported that Southern
• Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers ganist of the First Christian
drunb
Churchill;
Sharon
and
quested for the federal prison ye( men of the American Legion
Warren Wilson College a Pres- solos, Ronnie McKeel. and Steeve Baptists. traditionally mission -min•.scloFed that -all of them were Church.
-ystem except the money fier Aurritiary who will receive conlargest
byterian institution here. Authoir.dicted by a federal grand jury
Ron- ded. now have one of the
Other features if the annual
the new prison.
tiibutiuns for the welfare of the rities said the hatchet left four Titsworth; drumb ensembles,
Protestant
any
of
staffs
misgonary
in New York on charges of con- Murray Training School BanKipp.
Peggy
nie McKcel and
The currernittee action made it. disaibled men and needy children
1.283 American
deep gashes.
spiring to Obstruct justice by re-0 quet will be the presentation of
Steve Titsworth. Mike Baker, denomination. with
vitrually certain there will be if veterans
student, Betty Ferrell. Buel Stalls; french horn solo, workers iro 37 countries of Asia,
Another
fusing to disclose what went on awards sto the members ot the
issue.
the
over
fight
House
a
America.
The Murray Training School
20. af Orgas, W. Va , narr eely Eddie
at the November. 1957, under- band and orcheAra and a farwell
Grogan, baritone solo, Africa and Latin
Rep. Kenneth J. Gray D-111..
escaped serioes injury when she Jimmy Ohla; clarinet choir mem Rev, Ramsey Pollard. pastor of
world meeting.
salute to the graduating senior Chapter of Future Homemakers had announced when an Apattempted to disarm Miss Dennis. bers. Joyce Hargis, Maxine Ry- the Broadway Baptist Church of
Thirty six others, including members of the MTS Orchestra. of America held their meeting propriations subcommittee took
Tuesday May 19, for the inShe suffered several cuts on the an, Margie Banks. Sandra Ham- Knoxville. Tenn., today was electJoseph Barbara Sr.. who was
he
that
11
May
action
same
stallation of the new ufficers for the
arm but her injuries were not rick, Nancy .Roberts, and Jean ed president of the Southern Baphost at the conclave in his hill
to restore the item on
the year 1959-80. The new ef- would try
serious.
lop Apalachin home, were named
tist Convention.
Childress.
be.
floor if need
Miss
ficers are as follows: president, the
officers said
Sheriff's
Polard. 56, a native of Cle"as co-conspirators but not depresented
were
medals
Silver
of
&eaters
committee
A three-man site
FULTON OD —
Glinda McNutt; I vice president,
Dennis Vold them she had plan- to the following who received burne. Tex was chosen in a runfendants.
had
ttirthday
by the Justice Depart- this town's 100th
Janice .Phillips; 2 vice presidebt, appointed
ned to go to Miss Watterson's excellre ratings at the music off election over the Rev. Roy
Some of the men were routed
listed as the best site a better do a little mare advertisBetty Thomas; secretary, Patricia ment
room at 2 a. m. but (ergot to festival- twirling solo. Martha O. McClain, pastor of the First
out of bed at 6 am. EDT, as
Fear1.000 acre government - owned ing before more visitors are
Overby; treasurer; Janice Suiter;
her alarm clock and awoke Lamb; trumpet trio, David Rus- Baptist Church of Atlanta. Ga..
set
the nationwide crackdown betract in Crab Orchard Wildlife ed away.
meeting of
a. m. •
4:40
at
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. EMI historian. Shirley Crutrheir; par- Refuge near Marion, Ill. A 800gan.
sell, Lou Bryant, and Patsy at the 102nd annual
cenFulton will celebrate its
Convention.
she
hatchet,
with
the
Armed
the
WalCecelia
lAt least two of the men were — A Thor - Able rocket with liamentarian; Karen Covey; re- acre site near Taylorsville,
solo,
oboe
Spann;
tennial in a week-leng aibser- said, she crept into the sleeping
Voting was by secret ballot and
reported to be members of the another experimental nose cone porter, Dora Vaughn; recreation was described as "almcst equal
Nance in July but a recent!visitor girl's room. quietly shut the lace.
totals cast far each candidate
the
banthe
at
Mafia or ill-famed "black hand" shot 5,000 miles "clinen the rifle leader, Patsy McClure; song-lead- in desidability."
announced
,Also
rbviously wasn't irnpress.cd by door to the adjoining room and
not announced. Pollard will
were
barrel" early today and the Air er, Mary Ann Crawford; and deofficers
society ettdoktaly.
band
new
quet were the
early preparations.
former Rep. Brooks Hays
Miss.
Waiterthe
swung
hatchet.
succeed
The Nerivork grand jury that Force pirked up the wartssead votional leader, Greta Brooks.
was
Erwin
Mary
a)orettes.
Seems two former residents of son's cries woke others in the and
seniors
graduating
president of the confour
Atlantic
The
south
iD-Arka,
the
from
Kipp,
protector
retikeed the indirtments had
president; Peggy
elect
Fulton were sitting outside a freshman dormitory.
two years.
from the FHA chapter, Frankie
been conducting an investigation 3te hours later.
resident; Sally Sprunger, vention for the past
vice
Miswith
car
a
in
store
down
Brown said Miss Dennis, a sccre
The 15.000 messengers attending
of racketeering and crime synThe bottle-shaped nose Cone Clark. Dianne Colson, Benito
new maairettes
T_Th.e•
tags.
license
souri
overwhelmbrunette, at
plump. sad-eyed
d.ctes particularly in the lad- was only the second ever re- Maddox and Anna Sue Rogers
be Marta Lamb, Claudine the Convention voted
A man driving a car with New first was "pretty close-mcuthed" will
Southies' garment industry, and of trieved after a flight of intercon- were honored with a party at
Lassiter, ingly to let the trustees of
Carol
Betty
White,
them
beside
parked
York plates
the close of the meeting.
except to demand a lawyer. Lat- Margie Banks, Cecelia Wallace ern Baptist Theological Seminary
the East Coast traffic in nar- tinental distance.
a
make
to
shop
a
The Murray Training School and entered
The guests present wer Mrs.
er, however, she told a reporter. and Mary Erwin, Joe Overby here, handle as they see fit
cotics.
The Air Force announced that
Convention by
F131aA chapter 43 met Wednesday, purchase. When he came back "I know what I've done and
Rogers said all 21 named as the little cane "was recovered in Buddy McNutt, the retiring chapwill be the drum major. Peggy charges before the
liMissouri
the
20, for instllation of of- he glanced at
I'm going to pay for it. Whatever Kipp and Donna Grogan will be the Rev. James S. Bulman of East
defendants were accused of con- the south Atlantic at 6:45 a. in. ter mother, and the chapter May
get
better
cense warned. "You'd
the court says."
Spencer. N. C.
spiring to obstruct justice by OM by an Air Fore muscle test mother Mrs. Hemp Brooks; the ficers.
flag twirlers.
The 8th grade was invited to out of here. this is a rough town."
Both girls were freshmen at
lying false and evasive testi- cente: ta-k fore in the ICBM colkae Methods class and the
beards,derA peek at all the
A highlight of the banquet
m ny a'a( ut the rendezvatts of imps:: area narthwen f ,e—en- eighth grade girls from Murray the meeting to see demonstrathe two-year liberal arts college
few business machines bias and old - fashioned dresses here. Officials said they once were speeches by Fred Shults,
racketeers at Apalachin. Three sion Island." Aseenaian- is mid- Training Sestiool and Mac G. tions of a
for
was too much
principal of Murray High School.
had roomed together.
aced addn:onal charges of per- way between Africa and Brazil. IllacRaney doectar of Murray and to get acquainted with TB- apparently
the guest who had heard tales of
LA and its functions.
Irving Gilson, band director, and
Miss
was
Dennis
held
without
on greends they lied to
Official's said that C54 air- Training School.
jumpJudy Grogan, president elect hillbillies and feuds. He
bond on an open charge in the Rue Overby representative of
.poliee, invt•stigating committees planes saw the nese cone reti d what FBEA is and some of ed into his car left tenvn by the county jail at Ashville.
II-STORY GAIIE
the Lion's Club and the band
snd grind juries.
enter the earth's atmosphere and
Wilted Prom Intersatkosta
the noustur ding events of the quickest route.
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
boosters.
The conspiracy charge carries dem:mined where it splashed intall
as
a
gate
year.
maximurn penally ef a $5,000 to the oaean. An c can range —How do you keep
A 'NEW MEDITERRANEAN'
Jerry sharat, Gutip n% presiSouthwest Kentucky — Partly
fine and five years in jail, or venel then sped
the area and as an eight-story building
SURPRISE VERDICT
EAST LANSING. Mich. — (en
dent installed the foil:wing oftwisting while it's in operatiand
and warm today and tocloudy
both. on each cunt. The maxi- picket Pp the cone.
will become a
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today in mid 80s,
The
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m= 7-icnalty for peril:ay, per
recovery
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"Ath
"aew Mediterranean" with the
low tonight near 70. Friday partrount, is a 82.000 fine, two years onn
bjective." UR Air Force ed by a Michigan State University Judy Geogan, president; Greta eperang of the St. Lawrence SeaNIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. — MPS
civil engineering. Dr. Brooks, vice preinlent; Carolyn
ly cloudy and continued warm
in jail, or both.
— Curt observers were sure they
sal "today's succeo- marks the professor of
thundershowers
Tle.mas, way accoid.ng to Harry C. Brocin
gates
The
Judy
Sherrner.
L.
scattered
secretary:
Woad,
Carl
cone
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ICBM
an
5Cv lid time
The Junior High School Bar.d with
kel, Milwaukee municipal port knew how a $200.000 negligence
afternoon.
BUFFALO. N. Y. — ane — has been recovered for post- question will be used on the treasurer; Gene Murphy, reportsuit against the New York Cen- of Murray High will present a likely in the
director
Temperatures at 5 a. m. CDT:
Catherine M. Broede confessed to flit analysis The first recovery Robinson Bay and Grate River er; Merrideth Farley and BarBr-mitre told a Michigan State tral Railroad would turn out concert tonight at 7:30 n'elock Covington 67. Louisville 06, Pafriends that she was turned down occurred on April 8 of this year. locks — two of the largest on the bara Gergan, co-historians; and
when one juror broke down and in the Murray High Auditorium.
basic
job
the
audience
University
69. Bowling Green 68,
that St. Lawrence Seaway. Twisting Bobby Ray, partementarian.
meant
for a life insurance policy as a
recovery
The
The public is cordially invited ducah
be to serve cried during the testimony. HowAfter the installation refresh- of the seaway would
Lexington fr. London 86 and
bad risk during her 20's. She Thor Able's pinpoint guidance will be controlled by precisely
deCourt
jury
this
the
by
Supreme
ever.
concert
the
attend
of
to
interdependence
growing
diagonal braces across ments were served to everyone the
Hopkinsville 89.
made the confession at her 90th system sent the cone "right down tensioned
cided in favor of the railroad.
100 piece group.
the United States and Canada.
present.
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birthday party.
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By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) —,Bacic• u.s at the Wh:te House:
tiittie wonder President E.senr any other -president
hifIver
I:Ai:Fs a n•irn view 4 banquets. It
must take Eisenhower several
g.,11 to burn off the
r-uricis
:ale-tries acqu:red at the average
forma dinner.
VI? White House banquet ear7- this week for the King of
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he meal a: ne should have been
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!igion
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.,•es with the soup. a rich deswith hard sauce which bas
o ie catches than Mire sugar.
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ack. the President still vi-stches
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ks cut ds.wn on his sauces and
;:ovias even at banquets. The
, of Executive, himself. also
must exercise some sell-discipline
' and not eat anything.
F Tiler Pres.dent Truman got
here he detested banquets
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he was in the WI-. te House
OPEN .
me of what a success:on of
b,
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was (wit, man .ehy he v.-alked every morn' mg around downt.ewn Washingto at a pacc almost appr actline
a dead run.
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Ble.LE THOUGHT Fpli TODAY

BUSINESS IS GOOD!

'MAPPING' THE LINIVIERSE-1This 84-foot-wide radiotelescope
an Sagamori hill, Ipswich, MASS., Is probing the universe
and will "draw" a map for space travel and defense against
Intercontinental missile& It is operated by the U.S. Air
Force Cambridge Research center. The -dish" weighs
136,000 pounds. Pedestal which holds it aloft is 56 feet high.

.ntereated.
last Sunday afternoon in their men why they we- c
they
I Quite op mly. yr:
car Maryland plates.
which
firec.a.ke..:
some
Thsiy made inquiries about pos- ; had
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was at the time, when he w oid !he Chlef Executive.
The -boys" were advised not
depart, the route he would take,
h--w many sentries were on the to try it and they drove away
glumly.. .
math gite.
lhis pair my not know it, but
One .of the White H .use p-ess they were rather lucky. In the
and photographic party asked the fir-st place, if they'd thrown anyth.ng with a sizzling fuse at the
Presider.t's car they might have
es:-.ded up with bullets in them.
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Leading
Businessmen
Drive -In Theatre.
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AND THE MURRAY

GIVE AWAY
ARE CO-SPONSORING ARRANGEMENTS TO

/Pie f
world

ABSOLUTELY FREE
than

A 13 - Day Vacation In Florida
TO SOMEONE FROM CALLOWAY COUNTY

•

insurt
futur4
•

IF YOUR BUSINESS IS GOOD, AND YOU WOULD LIKE
TO BE A SPONSORING BUSINESSMAN

DON'T CALL US

WE'LL CALL YOU SOON!

•

!
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STILL GOING STRONO—J. Edgar Hoover is shown at his
desk at the Federal Burp.. f
Investigation in Washu . AMA
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W.Z.Carter

250
PEACHES
3-113. tin 710
SNOWDRIFT
roll 60
ELFIN TOILET TISSUE
FREE! 1 ROLL DOESKIN TISSUE
K. Limos — (ireat Northern
K^ans — Pinto Beane — Na‘.
B.Ans — Mixed nein. — Hominy
11,.pped Kraut — Black IFyrd
—
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If you enioyed
"A MAN CALLED MTV" c. 1
'I'D COMB THE
HIGHEST MOUNTAIN ..
Coal miss this
Great Picture!

^

— This .v the best picture I have ever seri- just
hope everyone will make an effort to se' it!"
nam
- Mr. & Mi.‘. Patti ('
— ''This v. a' really a great show. I think P` err.
ene should see it!"
J,.an . ,,•iran

ved the picture and think that
"I really
al: who see it will be more mission-minded. It
truly is a Wonderful work!".
S. S. Hi rnilitri

3

303
Cans

only 270

29°

*Complete Line Household Plastics *
FREE! SMALL BROOM with purchase
special '1.39
of LARGE BROOM

en for
We, Robert Young and Evon Bart, Combs - Wyatt Chairm
W. Z.
Calloway County, pledge our sincere and loyal support to

Sugar Cured SLAB BACON

•

Carter.
We urge Combs - Wyatt supporters to join us and vote for W. Z.

Lean, Half or Whole Side

lb. 440

•

for Superintendent of Public Instruction

with purchase of

1 pkg. Doeskin Facial Tissues

1

•

•

CIfitibs - Wyatt Chairmen

•.

- -lam! it -

Harry Belrifonte
Joan
James Mason
Jean Fontaine

•

SOME OF MURRAY'S

iiead The Ledger Classifieds

%WRAY
IIIE-III THEATRE

•

VACATIONS
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WE GIVE SAV-WAY TRADING STAMPS

FOR EACH ORDER OF '10 OR MORE
Purchased on Fri. or Sat. (May 22-23)
WE WILL GIVE
DOUBLE TRADING STAMPS

STALLS
* WE DELIVER DAILY *
East Side of Square

PL 3-1551

Vote Combs - Wyatt

•

"The Team You Can Trust"
ADVERTISEMENT SPONSORED BY CALLOWAY COUNTY HEADQUARTERS

•

FOR COMBS AND WYATT

"WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"
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•
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Above Is A Picture Of The New Sta-Rite Pump Factory
rite factory is located on a 128-acre site at Delwate, Wisconsin. The

CARLON PRODUCT CORPORATION, pioneer developers of Poly-

Sta-Rite has been the largest producer of jet water systems for years,

world's most modern automated pump factory, the factory has more

ethelene Plastic Pipe, Plastic Well Casing, Root Proof, Rot Proof

and now sees a great future for submersible type of water systems.

than four miles of conveyor system and electronic testing devices to

Plastic Sewer Pipes. They have developed a new plastic water pipe

They have now developed and tested their own submersible motor.

insure Sta-Rite customers of the future of the superior pump in the

called Hi-Alol that withstands 150 pounds pressure and up to 130

It is another first in pump development for Sta-Rite.

degrees of heat.

future.
•

ELLIS PUMP & PIPE COMPANY Pioneer distributor of Plastic Pipe for water systems. (We brought plastic
subpiping to Murray, Kentucky before mail order houses listed it in their catalogues in 1951). First to install
known
mersible pumps. We installed a Sumo Submersible (made in England) three years before the well
of toAmerican pump manufacturing companies manufactured them, and we advertised them as "The pump
system.
morrow - today" in 1952. We were the first to give a year's free service with each installation of water
YOUR
All the above would be reasons a plenty for you to contact the ELLIS PUMP & PIPE COMPANY for
WATER SYSTEM NEEDS.

WOULD LIKE

;MAN

YOU SOON!

•

imen
•

Now, in celebration of "National Water System Month" (May) the Ellis Pump & Pipe
Company is instituting the policy for the
future giving to each purchaser of a Sta-Rite
Submersible Pump installed in an all plastic
well an unconditional Five Year Guarantee
with five years Free Service. "Another First
For You" by the Ellis Pump and Pipe Co.

as different from
ordinary pumps as
j
TV is from radio!
,
-__

5. ,

•

iction
Chairmen for

Come in today for your water
needs... whether it be a Water
Well,Pump Heater, Condition-

•

Tort to W. Z.
Mehafe.-WATER SYSTEM
INSTALLS UNDER WATER...
OUT OF SIGHT, AND IT'S QUIET!
If it'! a water system you're after, thrre is nothing
finer than this Sta-Rite Submersible. Gives you the
nearest thing to "city water service.- We put it down
the well -out of sight, so you never have, to hear it,
don't have to see it in your basement or utility room.
There's a big bonus in pumping capacity up to 1050
gallons per hour, plenty for every household or farm
need. Goes down deep, too - 400 feet. Costs only a
few pennies a day to operate. Come in. We'll be happy
to tell you about it!

vote for W. Z.
•

fatt

er or Purifier.

ou)PoPP
izootbsoP
Replace outmoded, low capac-,
pumps with o modern Extracapacity, Multi-stog• Jet pump
mode by
ity

Why put up with old fashioned,
troubl
pumps, with their belts
and pr
ulry: that demand constant
Now is the time to inservice?
stall bit•capacity, constant pressure
Multi-stisge jet pumps. Not one,
hut (wig even three impellers to
pump apace water at less cost from
(*taper *ells. Down to 230 feet!
Sta-Rits/pumpe proved better every
day in -rote than • million homes
and farms. Don't wait any longer.
Call tocify and we'll estimate, /reef

pumps and
water systems

Pump

1QUARTERS

304 MAPLE STREET
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GRADUATION
TIME!
GIVE THE KEYS
TO THEIR FUTURE!
Smith-Corona
ELECTRIC PORTABLE
World's first and only electric portoblo. Here*
how,*osier, mons accurate typing.
Print-14e r•producrion unrnotclutd n eng
othisr portob1•1 Loods of high•prced
°Rico typewriter footirrits Impress:on
Control, Autornotic Repeat Act.orts, Pogo Gag*,
Instant ssst Marg,n1, 88 00,aeat key Ooorj,
Ns,,,11.,..ndsorn• hassling cuss

Is Smith-Corona
.
Foie, ..owc• footwor.s
Porlect toc lion,* sc+,s4 0 oar' kr) NI
Tabu(ate,
. iv., IA.** .•i•sific•
rosoctilosi
is Fail iis• kisyboord wait
1, :,
four is era cliorocs•rs
end = Simms Carona ••6..ol.sis ;nCIOA/111
"cg. Gag*, Inirom imt
0.
0.sattkaal for ,ty

V1410,410 Hei.aay
cos* .•chodod.

Junior Marshals
Play Vital Role
For Fire Safety

A -"ill l'I

MAY 21, 1969
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Expert Suggests
Newlyweds Rent
:Furnished Nest

CHICAGO —UPIi — Newlyweds
NEW YORK —
- Fire will would do better to begin married
4 life in a furnished apartment
kill more children under the age '
of 10 this year than polio did in than to buy the.r own furniture.
its worst epidemics before the says interior decorator Sam SorSalk vaccine, according to the kin.
National Fire Protection AIISOCI-We've found that without exation. which adds these grim ception. their needs, desires and
ideas abeut furniture change drastatistics:
mratically after the first few years
—At least 290 to 300 youngsters of marriage." he said.
will die each month in fires that
"Things that impressed them as
could have been prevented,
brand new newlyweds are of
absolutely no interest to them
. —Another 700 Americans will three to five years later."
perish every 30 days in blazes
Sorkin. who has worked as an
which need never have occurred. interior decorator in the Chicago
- -Some 11.501) U.S. citizens can area for more than 30 years, conbe expected to lose their lives in ceded that his idea would not be .
all fires this year.
popular with s...ciologists. They,
One program aimed at helping he said. recommend that young
to reduce this terrible loss of life people do things which bind them
enlists the orgar,:zed aid of 8-- together. Buying furniture is an ,
10-year-old grade - school youni.- excellent example.
sters who are learn.ng fire pre- I "But it makes economic sense
vention and safety at an age to avoid furnishing a home until
when it is most meaningful.
they understand one another," he ,
Four million of these "Juriior added.
i
Fire Marshals" took part this
Failing this. Sorkin believes the
spring in a clean-up drive in young couple should keep their
towns, villages and cities through- home-furnishing spending to "an
out the country. The campaign irreducible minimum fez the first
was part of a year-long public four years or so of married life,
service program sponsored by an until they find out where they
insurance firm (Hartford Fire In- are going."
surance Co.) in cooperation with
Do-it-yourself furniture would
local schools.
be Sorkin's next choice, after a
Youngsters taking part — third. furnished apartment. Husband and
fourth and fifth-graders — opened wife can work together in choostheir safety drive by attaching ing a color scheme and finishing
broorms.haped tags to doorknobs in unpainted furniture, and still keep
their communities. The tags, pri- their home-furnishing budget near
pared by the boys and girls them- the minimum.
selves, give these five rules for
springtime fire prevention:
—Dia' pose of winter accumulaThe right 1r) vote is a great
in basement, attic, garage.
right. It helps you run your guy-Bake
—Rake up dry leaves and weeds
ernment. So go to the polls on
around the house.
May 26, and speak up for the
—Burn trash only when the
cand,clate cf y-our choice. See you
wind is not blowing. Keep a hose
at the polls!
handy.
—Put lids on paint cans when
the day's painting is finished.
Origin of the $ sign is a mys—Store oily rags in covered
tery. But the National Geographmetal containers. .
But perhaps even mlre im- ic Society says the most widely
portant than distributing these accepted theory is that it evolved
tags. the "Junior Fire Marshals- lkorn the Spanish abbreviation
for piasters or the same
made sure that the advice printed
MZ
eican symbol for pesos. Old
on them was followed in their -Ps
manuscripts show that the "s"
very own homes.
lly
s. came to be written over
the "P" and this looked a lot like
today's
The censer death rate has tripled in the US. since 1900.
The U. S. Public Health Service
was established in 1788 Its sole
purpose at that time was to operate hospitals for American suerchant seamen.

•

15 down
with every
Smith-Corona Portable
Easiest way to learn valuob!e
TOUCH TYPING. Educctor-approved course
c- recods teaches typing at home
in lust 10 day::. The fast
way to a better future

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
Of The

Daily Ledger & Tunes
GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager
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NEW FIRE DEVICE RESCUES "L" VICTIMS — General Vii NV of crash scene on
Chicago's northwest side where a steel elevated train .rammed into. the rear of
one awaiting a block Signal during Monday morning rush hour pek traffic. The
odd "snorkel" device, normally used in fighting fires, removed many of the 136
injured from the crashed trains.
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WHAZZAT?—lt's Curtiss-Wright's experimental air car In action on Woodbridge, N.J., waters.
It is musing over a cushion of low pressure air. The air car has a conventional piston type
engine of 50-200 horsepower, lifts itself about a foot, travels in any direction on land or water. *
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NOTICE
THE

WATERFIELD
1

ORGANIZATION
IS SUPPORTING

Are You Nanning To Be
Married Soon?

5,5

55

Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times for clear, first quality cuts!

5.5

For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.
12-column or desired size)

1 Day Service
ON MOST CUTS

,
We have our own photo engraving plant which
assures you prompt high quality service.

W. Z. Carter- A Home Man
1o r

Superintendent of Public Instruction
LET'S BE LOYAL!
We urge all Calloway County voters to support
our NATIVE $01iV4

For assistance with write-ups about your showers, teas, parties, etc., call our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone PL 3 -4 70 7, she will appreciate
your call.
OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT IS ALSO READY TO SERVE YOU
with prompt, courteous service arid first quality printing when you
are ready for your announcements.

LEDGER 81 TIMES
PL 3-1916

COMMITTEE FOR WATERFIELD

•
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Fire-Ants
Grow In
Vie South

used by employees during conDuring the Revelutemary War
struction of the Jelin Sewer I the pay of a United States MaSteam Plant.
'rifle was a little se r seven dllairs a morn,
y a Marine
Cun. selal forests in the 125 John Sevier S. P. 1.200; J - hn'Private's pay see:. at $78.
Tennessee Valiey counties total stinville S. P. 1,100 and Shawnee
20.1 million acres, or 55 percent S. P. 600.
TVA employees had only two month.
of the region's 364 million acre
chargeable veeicular accidents in
total area. according to the latest
Markel in m -de than 1,600,000
surveys by TVA and the U. S.
TVA today announced the lea- stiles driven, a record month for
The tune of the Mar-ins-3' Hy:re
Forest Service, TVA said today. se of waterfront land to Blount the organization, TVA said to- first sung after the Mexican War
In addition, non-verimarcial for- County, Tennessee, for devel.p- day 'ins is a rate cl 0.12 ac- in 1847, occurs in an old Seanout 600.000 acres, ment as public parks. Five tracts eiusre 1.er 100,000* miles theta. ish flak song and in the French
ests total
chiefly in national parks.
de
-Genevieve
on Fort Laudoun Lake totaling
opera
c:mic
years
'Brabant' by Jacques Offenbach.
IVA said this revised eetenate 84 acres were leased for 19
Fifteen tracts of end with_n
of commercial forest area is 281,- to the County.
enn., will
the City of le
400 acre5 higher than the 1938
The 210-foot-tall Bog Wheel in
be affersei by TVA at peleic aucestimate. It 'includes new data
Vienna's famous amusement park,
26).
(May
Tuesday
next
tion
two
for 14 Valley caunties surveyel
TVA 'reverted today that
the Wurste!prater. was built in
by TVA sence Januray 1958: Mea- of the six hoases (offered at pab- Auction viii be held in N.ret. 1898 to commemorate the 50th
5.5
from
size
es
vary
tracts
gan, Alabama, Fannin and Un- lir auction at Rogersivlle Ten- The
anniversary of the reign of Ausion, Ge egia; Jackson and Wa- nessee, recently were sold fir a to 126 acres and lie an tho outer trian Emperor Franz Jiseph.
city.
tauga, Narth Carolina; Bleds.e, total of $16,900. The houses were edge of the
Cla borne, Decatur, Henderson,
Hackman, Maury, Meigs, Rhsa,
and Roane. Tennessee. All but
one of the counties have had increases M e.mmercial furo.at area
during recent years; a small decrease was recorded for Jackson
County, N. C.
Commercial forest is defined
as land producing or capatee of
producing usable crops of weld.
Teti_ percent Cr more of its area
mast be covered with trees. Ex_ 1 cludeii are wooded areas less
:than sne acre in extent, wooded
steps less than 100 feet wises
Murray, Ky.
Benton Road
and all woodlands where cernmercial timber harvesting is proSHOP EARLY 'TIL LATE!
hibited.
ALL DAY THURSDAYS
*

Weekly TVA Newsletter

'

By DELOS SMITH
United Press international
NEW YORK. (Cleo - - [Me s
II nica,u,-es aie taken,
s highly informed scientist, mast
of the southeast United State; is
going to be occupied by -invading
. segness who have the cap:Kit suPpesting ten million e
inditecivals on one acre ..f

When they get up to that den- ity per acre Leee's letee fj d
eft for anyone else, and what's
more, added Dr. Edward 0. Wilson, siessociatc proteesid of ontoin...logy of Harvard UnlversitY.
!hese invaders could de no lags
fcr themselves in Califorres.
lie thought the rest of the courttriawas safe because of climates
d
steel!! to the i nvaders.
But What Ants.
AROUND THE IOUND TABLE- Secretary of State Christian Herter and top advisers Livingston T.
Wilien was speaking of ants,
Merchant reef' - and Amba$aador to Mitscow Llewellyn Thompson exchange tactical talk at that
but what ants: These Sau.h Abig round table in Geneva_ Behind them are aides. Berlin—West and East—probably 12 their topic.
—
merican fire-ants are "expludieg
populations" in Texas, Lauisiana, least two thecien have died ul , the 30'.•. Then sernething hap- .
Misissippit, A.abama. Tennessee, fire-ant sen:m because they hap- 'teemed which caused it to "exa
and North Carolina. And all this pencd to be e.peelally Fensity, piode."
suggested
Willson
Caine fr m a tiny and iesignif-- to It. This atelity of th.s ants t. change in evolutisn brought acant-lieking beacheari in M‘slaile, aisemeea
rras es in a flash for bout in the animal made it idealOPEN EVENINGS 'TILL 7:00 P.M.
Alabama, which was first neiced eeitese or attasit sn their p'Y ly suited to thrive in the Saute.'
TVA is inventorying the foreeeund 1919.
At any rate. it has been thriving I
makes these pests ditfcreet fr
ests .1 Valley counties at the avUPhese ants eat anything, ani- other ants.
user since and Wilson was pos.erage rate of about one per
mal or vegetable, and they're
tis e tho "explusian" in multiple.
month. As each county is surveyMuch To Learn
conaniy
not
was
rate
feroielaus alb out it. Wilscn_ noted
cation
ed, now area and timber volume
Wi1sritaie .e.inee had mei.,
that 2 persons could disturie a to learn aeout %hit: ceuscs .- in- tinuing but was also "acceleratestimated are published in couning."
Wes
eeirnaed putted Lie t
nest,
wissch
ty bulletins. Once each year the
"ceplecle"
could e.ntain up to 250,000 in- rsw ensiemment. One obvims
125-county summary is revised to
-dee:Weis, and ants 16w:ern rut reason, of eblirEe, is that it leaves
Include new esemates from TVA
In ciense packs eager to attack. behind its natural enmities anri
surveys and other sources.
S.-me Southern farm workers re- ceineetiti:
THREE BEAUTIFUL MAHOGANY
In South Asncries,
tAn estimated 909.600 vis.ts
luse to work in fields infested this vaiiste . tee -ant isn't ruThree Beautiful Mahogany
were made to TVA dams an.i
with nests.
Pieces!
mers- us eas-t se to be cionsidetei
steam plants in April. an increas,
„Jet the seng I. mush lers mush of a pee.
Poster
Bed
•
of
7,200 over the same muntil ,
*fry than that of the bee. Wil•
• Dresser
last year, TVA said today.
s in said. The danger is on being eke was it much of a pest in
— The Chinese
DENVER -• Chest
slung by ants all at once. At M sit e thisugh the 20's and
s should be very proud of 7-yearKentucky Dam was high with
Reg. $169.95
old Richard Wang. His teachers
an est:mated
123,000; ChickaFOR THIS SALE$114
"
at Fast Hirt School are. They
mauga Dam was second with
Winston
CIGARET1—Sir
The
slay he is one isf the best students
ItY7,700;
sea:
and
Dam
Pickwick
Churchill, known as "The
Other 3-Piece
they ever had.
third with 105,600
Cigar" for an obvious reasons
Richard come to the U.S. hvo
rows Chureffillian tradition
Others: Norris 73.800; Fontana
years ago. He couldn't speak a
to the winds as he smokes, of
62.400; Douglas 60.600; Cherokee
, word of English then but now he
a eigaret1 just bethings.
all
80 0440; Guntersville 58,000; Fort
is making straight A's in mest of
fore boarding a plane in Nice.
Li.usim 49,100; Wilson 46,000;
his subjects and rates in the upfor London. First cigarFrance,
Wee, Bar 28,100; Wheeler 25,9e0;
per five per cent of ,is class.
ever smoked In public,
he's
et
Deane 24.060; Fort Patrick Henry
But Richard is more than a
fi.adsopholo)
they say.
with Bookcase Headboard, Tilt18.000; Watauga 16,000; Hales
Fquiert. He has invented an elecDar 15,200; South Halstan 11.54,n
ing Mirror and Thrugrain liquid
t: i:!al colorimeter which he clisplAyed at the Meta...lean -Area medical research fielS. "to help Coitert Steam Plant 5.700; H.resistant art finishes.
wasece 5,000; Widows Crooke S.
Science Fair in Denver recently. mankind."
P. 4.400; Gallatin S. P. 3,400;
The instrument is used to measHis father is a design engineer Kingdon S P. 3,100; John Sevier
ure the intensity of color to' deCorn pare
termine the density of a solutinn. at the Martin Plant in Jefferson S. P. 1,200; Juhnsville S. P. 1.baca
is
mother
his
and
County
He also goes in for photogra100i and Shawnee Si P. 1100; 04•fteryinE1111114141_
— —
phy, bridge. chess and music "but teriologist. He lives with them
and
brother,
sister
his
hi-re but
definitely not rick 'n roll."
Richard's ambition is to attend grandparents are still in Ril
Harvard University and enter the China.

SALE EVERYDAY
Wiggins Furn;ture
AT

view of crash scene on
mmed into. the rear of
hour pelik traffic. The
moved many of the 136

I

* Low Overhead Means Low Prices *
Special Sale On Bedroom Furniture This Week!

Bedroom Suite

Chinese Boy, 7,
Quite A Student

Free End Table!
with purchase of 2-pc. foam, nylon Livingroom Suite! New
styles, new colors!

from $14995
All Our Used Furniture

Reduced

SOME OF OUR GOOD USW)CARS

Woodbridge, N.J., waters.
. conventional piston type
erection on land or water.

•

For Quick Clean-Up

BEDROOM SUITES

58 CADILLAC 4 dr sedan, air conditioned, solid white — 11,000 miles, 1
owner, Murray Car!
56 OLDSMOBILE Holiday Coupe, 1
owner — 36,0(X) miles, red and white,
real sharp!
56 OLDSMOBILE,88 4 Jr, 1 owner car.
Blue and white,'Tian -as a whip.
56 PONTIAC 4 dr hardtop, 1 owner,
nice clean Southern car.
56 PONTIAC 4 Jr sedan, nice and clean.
Bought new in Murray.
55 OLDSMOBILE 98, 4 dr I lardtop, all
power, Blue and white, 1 owner.
55 BUICK.4 dr sedan, straight shift, nice
clean car.
55 PONTIAC 2 tone blue sedan, nice
clean car.
55 PONTIAC, 4 dr sedan blue and
white.
54 CADILL.-IC, all power, air conditioned, clean as new -- 44,000 miles,
practically new m Ion tires.
54 OLDSMOBILE,88 4 dr, all power, 2
tone green. Really sharp!
5-1 PLYMOUTH, 2 door new overhaul
nice serviceable car.
54 CHEVROLET,4 door sedati 210, real
sharp car. New tires.

9' x 12'

$12995

Linoleum
Cash &
Carry

s, etc., call our
will appreciate

How can Harry Lee Waterfield justify his local
campaign slogan "Calloway County has Always Supported A Native Son," when he now fails to support
W. Z. Carter, a "Native Son" for Superintendent of
Public Instruction, and by allowing the Waterfield for
Governor state organization to slate Mr. Carter's op-

circle indicate one of the
10 TIMES EARTH SIZE —Atrow and
decade. It is
leastest explosions on the sun in more than a
circle surabout 10 times the diameter of the earth. The
at 4,000
rounds a hydrogen cloud which Is beieg ejected
a dimmilts a minute The charged particles raise quite
captuibance on earth broadcasting. Lockheed scientists
Angeles area.
red the view using special cameras in Los

ponent, a candidate from Frankfort?

"
.
.1

,

Waterfield,also failed to support another native son,
Frank Albert Stubblefield, for Congress!

. See .
A.C. SANDERS

•

VERBLE TAYLOR

Why should Harry Lee Waterfield expect Calloway
support in the face of these facts?

•••

GAYLON TRINATHAN

J. T.HALE
Motor Sales
W. Main St.

PL 3-5315

a•aly

KNOW THE TRUTH
_se

$100.

g-k

Prices And Save! Bank Rates, E Z Terms!

19 PLYMOUTH — good fishing car.
$60.00.
42 FORD'STATION WAGON -

iNf

Sponsored and Paid For By Friends of W. Z. Carter
1

non-medical help
NEW YORK HOSPITAL HELPERS—Strike of
nt sis New York hospitals eroveles this scene at /Seth
1),Ls:d hoamtal as socialde Mn, Stanley Garfinkel goi!ies
alias, her job making beds in the out patient clinic. Beyond
worker.
Is Mes. Ruth Waldo, a regular volunteer hospital

5.

•

-yr-aas.a•

4w

0

.1

•-
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I4E'S A RETRIEVER. 100— Or. Howard P. Porter displays his
method of keeping his Chesapeake bay retriever in shape
for duck season, by nit•ihing the dog to his golf cart in
Grand Rapids, Mich. Dr. Porter says the dog is as ea:4er
for a rOund of golf as he is himself. The only troiible
everyone watches the dog and not the doctor's golf shots.

fferenee
Slim% n In
tiNmiln Mind
By DELOS SMITH

""E"
E
c
h
FRYERS
SAUSAGE

and in its working,
has
produces no impediments to succefs. He has dealt with his ke.portunities in timely and appe.pr.,
t manenr. and he has an innercontement Conversely, the mone)neurotic has the opposite attr.bates.
Whereas, "succeas-hunters" ar ,
either noimal or neurotic. gam,blems are all money-neurotics-10)
per cent. Bergler said. And tho'
goes also for *loll:kb/sera an,:
meaning women
playboys,
men who seek to "sell" themselves in marriages t, partr.er,
v;•:th money. And also miserspendthrifts. and all persons wit
maintain that they despise mone
Bergler found the behavior of
bargain hunters and the sucker
for easy money extremely interesting from his psychiatric view point. But the imposters, confi•
dence men, and other frauds wh•
prey on these people are eve:more unbalanced ernoti...nally.

UPI Science Editor
NEW YORK ,ept — On the
subject 4 people and money. a
veteran scient:fic specialist in the
human mind and emotions makes
these distinctions between t h e
normal and the neurotic:
N:..rrnal people try to earn as
Much money as they can, but
they won't sacrifice hjalth, love.
recreation or contentment in doing so.
Neurotic people make money
the center of life. They saceefice
all those things and anything else
to their urge to possess money.
WHAT HAPPENED'
To rrormai people. istney is a
means of acquiring what they
IlLATSUYAMA. J:ipan iLPIwant. To -money - neurcti." -peedtng truait crashed into
money is an end in Itself.
cart, sliced off part /f a hnus,
With the normal, spending knocked over _ a fence and te
money is effortless and "it needs telephone pcles and smashed
no surgical operation to put a to a store window.
dollar into circulation." With the
Ta
At that point.
money-neutotics, pcsaaasing and suci Shimizu. 28, 1..e,ite up.
hoarding money is a predominating necessity.
NO MORE NONSENSE
These' oreervat*.ors are those of
Dr Edmund Bergler. based on his
UPI — Tne
TRMN—I'ON. N J
more than 30 years oe psychiatric
J -sey Assembly admittedi
dealings wilt human rr.Inda and —cw
M_ndav n.ight that at least half
•
em•tions. He is a ;eating Feyf the p.atiorrns of the a/kitten.
?sc./analytic theoretician sad the
oarties are •'n msenee
author of 19 600ks in the whys'
The a,serably v ed 49-0 t
of assorted human behaviors all, arret state party conventiabs t
of them odd from the normal
rte every two years and thu,
"eliminate the norFense platf irms" written in nJn-elect: ,n
/Marred 1 it tie Interest
ears,
1 ney and
One of tr.
Emotional C..
t.'
which has a
curious history. It was published
in 1951, stirred little interest, and
eventually became oir 'of -print.
But in the past year libraries
have been getting as many as 100
inquiries a m ..rith for it. and
second-hand book dee•lers are selling copes at premium prices.
Bergler said he figured that
back in 1951 people were' in no
mood to let a wiener: tell them
how they shaped up as regards to
money, but now, for inexpicable
reasons. people have changed.
aro sieWee
Money-neurotics are divided into
categories. One catsgcry is "success-hunter," ,n which the accrinsitiorr of money is the measure
of success. Not all success-hunters
are neurotics, by any means.
Bergler set up a standard for •
distinguishing the normals among
COURAGEOUS—Mayor George
them from the neurtics. In brief
Christopher of San Francisco
outline, the normal success-hunt/.r
recommended a Carnegie
attributes:
has these
Medal for Shirley O'Neill
Emetkows Skew Cowsisteney
(shown in hospital), 18, for
He
'
4,6nay
stable.
ise m
ber bravery. She risked her
doesn't cut corners in acquir,ng
life trying to save Albert Kogmoney. and so avoids prison and
ler. 18, who was being atmetal . disgrace. A cross-section of
tacked in San Francisco Bay
his erndtienal Lie shows consis- 1
by • 500-pound white shark.
tency. and his unconscious Mind
Kogler died two hours later.

49

Pure Pork

WHOLE

Seasoned Th - Way You

lb
Like It!

‘1'orthmore Sliced

BACON

fib, pkg.

Jiffy Pie Crust Mix

box 10c
RED BIRD

Large
Firm

LETTUCE
CELERY
CARROTS

lb

STA-FLO

VIENNA

Head

SAUSAGE

Medium Size
Crispy

PORK
LIVER
15

Can

Bunch

Bag - 1-1b.

DEL MONTE

STARCH
,2-Gal.

CATSUP

39

11.9'

14-oz.
Tall Bottle

FRESH FANCY
RIPE

lb

TOMATOES

1911).

Your Choice: FOLGERS - MAXWELL HOUSE - CHASE & SANBORN

GERBER'S

B XitY FOOD
STRAINED

U

BATH SIZE

BATH SIZE

2for 26

2for 33
4 for 34'
REG

3 cans 29c

LIFEBOUY

SIZE

4 for 34'
Northern

Tissue

1 -lb.
Box

9 Roll 05c.
03

Pkg.

Li

- Mazola

BROADCAST

PORK
BRAINS

Giant Size

Breeze

Silver Dust
33°

Kitchen Towel Inside
Giant
79e

Reg.
Size

Sine

FROM OUTER SEAM—Comedian Jonathan Winters makes a
rz at the camera in San Frandsen as he le taken in tow
for actions aboard the sailing vessel Halelutha, which is
on exhibition. He told police his name was "John Q, from
space" and that he had been bete for "light years."
ney took him to San Francisco hospital to aee psychiatrist.

BATH SIZE

REG. SIZE

39°
Northern

Towels
2 for 39

PARAMOUNT
PICKLES

HAMBURGER

DILL CHIPS

2for 29c

Quart

39'

Milk Amplifier
Large 24-oz. with
Clown Top

68

WAFFLE SYRUP
Quart

Starch
2 boxes 37c
Rinso Blue
29°
Reg.
Size

49°

Northern

Linit

PARK

••

PRAISE
3for 56c
BOSCO

Crackers
19°

Rinse
49

TEA
with glass

REG. SIZE

Sunshine
Nusoft Fabric

AMERICAN ACE

Starch

Facial Tissue
2 29°
All
10-1b. $215
200
Count

Surf
33c

Reg.
Size

For

FOOD
MARKET.
A

•
r.

a

O
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THE TOTAL
TELLS THE STORY

dOH\SON
GROCERY - fine food for fine folks
Phone PLaza 3-5041

WHERE
YOU
• BUY
WITH

S

What really counts is the total of your cash register

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

slip after you have bought an of your family's require-

PREMIUM

CRACKERS

ments. This is where we shine .... you buy values up

1-1b. box

and down the line because of our pledge to give you the

iv

very best at the lowest possible price ....

JELLO

3for 25
VELVEETA

DRK
VER •
15icb
DEL MONTE

CATSUP

•
• F

14-oz.

SWIFT PREMIUM

CHEESE

BISCUIT

2

Cal"

190

3-lb. tin 690

TUNA - - 19

BEEF
39icb

89 lb-

C

190

sirloin Steak

DEL MONTE

4

Tomato Catsup
19°

•

CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE

2

qBORN

Cans
71.

19('

PARAMOUNT

2'2 Can Big Brother

PICKLES

Pork & Beans
190

HAMBURGER 4

DILI, CHIPS

TOTAL
Your Balance

Quart

39
Karo

•

WAFFLE SYRUP

49

Northern

Facial Tissue
2 291
29°1
All
10-11). $215
200
C43

Ground

SWIFINING
VAN CAMP

Tall Bottle

Quart

CHUCK ROAST 5W

2-1b. loaf 79c

For

•

WHILE
YOU
SHOP

IN
• COMFORT

FRYERS 842c

TOPPY BACON

lb. 39e

SKINLESS

-911•

CMIE••■I

WIENNERS

Ira nu.%,
•••—•••el

1X oz.Jai

590

49c

Ii). 39,

WHOLE

FRYERS

UNWRAP AND

SERVE
SWIFT'S FULLY COOKED WHOLE

liAm,Bhuat

49ci,

53
9p
..:
n
t kEnEdnd lbb

FULLY
COOKED

PICNIC
lb 25*
lb 19*
each 29*
ear 5*
3 ears 25*
dozen 39c
dozen 29c
each 19c
lb 25c

Each

LIBBY'S ORANGE JUICE

MILK

39,

1 -1b.

LIPTON
TEA BAGS

12-Qt. Size

890

THE ?WS,. TEA
ount

HEINZ or GERBER'S

CANNED HAM

STRAINED

5-1b. can $3.89

BABY

MORRELL READY TO EAT CANNED

PICNIC HAM

FOOD

3-1b. can $1.89

2jars19

ITALIAN DRESSING
2-lb. tin 1.29
1-113. tin 69e

CHEESE

8 oz: 49c
DRESSING's oz. 39,

Paramount — I 7-Gal

Dill Pickles

48(-

39e
2 CANS Red Star

TOMATOES can 100

•

6,(
•

.-

DRY

MORRELL READY TO EAT

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
American Beauty

19e

THE 4‘5•4411.17( TEA

48

46-0z. Can DEL MONTE

19e
19,

INSTANT NON-FAT

59e

CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE

TENNESSEE BRAND

BEEF POT PIES

lb

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
19e

CHICKEN POT PIES
TURKEY POT PIES

29c

PET

LIPTON
TEA

$1.89

PINEAPPLE
each 35c
Fancy Winesap APPLES 2-1bs 25c
TUBE TOMATOES
19c
LETTUCE
CELERY
CARROTS
RADISHES
CUCUMBERS
GREEN ONIONS

MERIT EVAPORATED

2 Tall Cans 25c

lb. 3S'
-

FRESH BARBECUED

POLE BEANS
SNAP BEANS
CANTALOUPE
WHITE CORN
YELLOW CORN
LIMES
LEMONS
AVOCADO
YELLOW SQUASH

MILK

SPARE RIBS

JUST ADD
TAP WATER TO
LIPTON
INSTANT 7E1*
fid
ele
t1;;s

lb. 55,

HOOP CHEESE

FROZEN ITEMS

FOOD
IARKET•

FIELD'S BACON

lb. 8S'

2-LB. BAG

FRESH BARBECUED

PORK $1.75ib

LAMB CHOPS

.

21 2 can Del Monte

PEACHES

290

Vienna Sausage

19

•

rAGE:Girr
LEDGER a

41.111111111••••

Major League
Standings

Ch

United Press International

Now

D.-hro.: at' Salevs:and. night
York at Balt.more, niet
shington at Boston. night

National League

Team
Milwaukee
Sar. Francisco
Ch.cago
Las Angeles
Cincinnati
P.:tabu rgh
St. Louis
Ph!lacielph a

W
21
19
20
20
18
15
14
11

L
11
16
17
18
17
18
30
21

Games

Tomorrow's

Pct. GB
.653
.543 liza
.541 34s
.536 4
.514 44
.455 6/
1
2
412 8
344 10

Yesterday's Results
Chicaga .7 Philadelphia 5
San Francisco 6 Milwaukee 3
Los Angeles 8 Chici. 4. 1st
Cinci. 7 Los Angeles 5. 2nd
St. Louis 11 Pitsburgh 1

Today's Games
Philade:, ,,a at Chicau
Piaaburan at St. Louis. night
Only games scheduled.

Tomorrow's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia. night
Cincinnati at' PIttsburgh, night
St. Louis at Chicago
San Francisco at Los Ang, night
CASTRO BACK IN CUBA—Pretruer Fidel Castro of Cuba, his
Land raised in greeting to a
cheering throng, is shown on
his arrival at the Havana airport. He had just returned
from a 23-day tour of the US,
Canada and Latin America.

American League
Team
W
21
22
29
15
17
13
13
12

Cleveland
Chicago
Baltimore
Kansas City
Washington
Boston
troit
New York

L Pct
11 656
13 61a
15 571
16 467
al 459
19 419
20 394
19 387

GB

3,5
5Ls
61a
8
El's
8L2

MURRAY, KtNTUCICY

Yankees Are Not The Only
Ones Who Have Some Troubles
By MILTON RICHMAN
eighth striaght loss, 7-5; the CardUnited Press International
! inals knocked Friend out in the
You think the Yankees got trousecond inning while beating the
bles!
Pirates, 11-1; the Giants snapped
Step In a little closer, Buster, the Braves' six - game winning
and get a load of some real streak. 6-3. and the Reds won
misery among baseball's other un- the second game of a twi-night
doubleheader. 7-5. after the Dodfortunates.
Like the tinting Phillies. for gers took the opener, 8-4.
Rocky Colavato and Vic Power
example, now suffering through
their worst losing streak in three each drove in a pair of runs to
help the Indians hand the Senayears .
Or bewildered Bob Friend of tors their faurth straight loss.
Dick Donovan's four-hit pitching
Pat•turgh. with his 0-7 record.
lie isn't exactly cheering over for the White Sox cooled off the
that showing. Neither is Jack Orioles, who suffered only their
Harshman about his woeful 0-8 second loss in the last seven
games.
slate with Baltimore.
To quote Casey Stengel:
The big story of the day, of
"It sure is a sad situation."
course, was the Yankees hitting
Not for everyone. though.
rock bottam fur the first time at
The Cleveland Indians
clung to
tne.r hatf-game lead in the Ameri- this stage of the pennant race
can League with a 5-3 victory since May 25. 1940. Detroit's Frank
,ver Washington -Wednesday night. Lary. a long-time nemesis who
The seleond - place • White SOX has beaten the Yanks 18 times in
stayed iclosal‘ko, the Tribe with a 23 tries yielded a f.rat-inning
5-2 nails Mir • Baltimore; Detroit homer to Yogi Berra and ten
climbed`rant of thlp cellar for ; the held the world champs off u til
first tidsie thlaseaseM and dumped the ninth when Mickey Ma tle
hornered and Berra conned or
the Yahloses Mtb it te*
e first
time fnctiof yaie.•63..a4griag Sem. his second of the ga
13-6. and Kansas City moved into
The l'Tfltrs did a little hitttig.
the first,
- disgslion: /with an 11-2 too. They raked
losqr Boiky
deeisiorPossett Bostbri.`
'
Schatite-"end ' PAC.'"Myers for
line Eighth Straight
19 hits. including a pair of horniers
In ; thlb'atitt: trial League, the by Eddie
Yost. who drove in isix
Cubs handed ttie Phillies their runs.
tI
.,

Reach For The

at rims,Inc.]

Today's Games
Kansas City at Boston
Only game scheduled.

Gas Heating
Spring Sale

STICKY BUSINESS
MONTEPELIER. Vt —
—
Vermant's title as the nati_n's to;
Map:e syrup producing state a
dripping away. The Vermont Maple Inslustry Cauncil said tr.. •
from 1928 to 1958 maple syn.
product.an decreased from 1.5 in
gallans annually to 500.0001
gallons.
N. I'. LICENSES BOATS
ALBANY. N. Y. — I8IP1 —
mechanically props:led acme:.
cluchr.g outb:ard and inboa 7
boats. must be registered in order
to operate on the waters of New
York State. Failure 1.71 comply
Could mean a fine of M.

HEY, LOCISCITI —On the honeymoon et°payee in Los Angeles,
Liz Taylor took time to show
off that great big wedding
r.ng. That Is husband Ue
naber luung ing behind 1e

Buy Now . . . Save 10%
Install Automatic Gas
For Carefree Heating Comfort

',Ai

ar

LAST tiaitES
TONIGHT

automatic
Gas Furnace

UNIVERSAL CAST IRON
'URN(' for the most el, •
....-starstior. of pas.

<-

41-1.6.

never seen
horn before

Call For FREE Estimatec

. in the never-

before-to!d
story benind
the West s
Strangest
Legend!

to enjoy
Efficient,
Economical
Central
Heating
. . with Gas.

1)1

-

COLOR

,

JOCK MAHONEY KIM HUNTER TIM HOVEY 114
COMING

with purchase of $5.00 order and

•

PURt CANE

11 3-lb. COFFEE $153

10-lbs. SUGAR 99

YOU SAVE 20° o ON KROGER
WHITE - YELLOW

4 r

- CHOCOLATE or SPICE

CAKE MIXES 4
Delicious Avondale

•

89c

19-0Z.
BOXES

. Sliced or Halves

eaches 2 49'
No. 21
/
2
cans

•

Your C:Isic of 10 Flavors—Cherry,
Lemon, Lime, Orange, Raspberry, Strawb
erry, Black Raspberry, Apple, Black Cherry, Gaps
You :lave Over 40% on

•

Kroger Gelatin

pkg.

C

•

Tule Tempting Kroger

Pork Et Beans

C 16-oz
cans

a

Save 15% on Kruger Zesty

Tomato Juice -

446-oz
cans

Save Over 10°. on Kroger Special Blend,
Valaable tOt Off Coupon Below
with coupon

49' Iced Tea
99'

—

ik 49°
box

,A V

VALUABLE COUPON

411=••

OIMIO

Garden Fresh Avondale

Peas _ _

2"3 25'
cans

4111•111.
•••I•

49
'

CZ::04
(=at

Kroger Iced Tea

C=:.0

Coupon Expires May 19, 1959

C=0,1

MEM.

each

c.

With Purchase of Any Package of

.MR0

Delight Cake -

rT

10c OFF

•••••••

41•1•••

Fresh Light

0.4

This Coupon Good for

:nab
•••••

•

Wane,

111•••

41 I I I

•

NEM.

'41)I I 1)1)ill I 111111

9- Loin Roast, lb. 45c

Loin Roast

Deliciously Tender Krogc

Smoked Picnics - - -

Center Cut Chops, lb. 69c
7 rib cut39,
lb.

Mayrose Pore
lb

'layer Packed

•

39' Pork Sausage _ _
45' Smoked Jowls

Gag

lb.
roll

IOU

lb

25'

lb

55
'

•

Fresh Flavored

Large Blogna - _ _

lb

Economical Swift's Premium

Sugar Cored

Skinless Wieners -

lb

59' Boneless Catfish

Sliced Bacon 2 95'
MMIN

•

pkg.
1b.

••••• 1•1.

U. S. No. 1 California. ..Dewey Fresh and
Crisp

Lettuce 2 29`

•

large
heads

•

Corn_.___6 39c
Tomatoes 29c
tars

Finest Tube

SUNDAY

L P. Gas — Bottle and Tank
Paul NEWN1AN & Joanne WOODWARD
=wow
,
quetempoo.

J.

SPOTLIGHT

Tens Goldin Fresh

_

.1.i .1,

Crispy-Fresh Norwood

Pino now

rrir
.0 -

j. it0_ •

50 FREE STAMPS

w.th this coupon and
purchase of

Lean, Meaty and Tender Pork

OUAL-1117 PILOT assures
tastes, safer vorring --kawer
• ati
.

Let

ii

Kroger Frozen

HERMETICALLY
SEALED
WS VALVE far quieter
act -an,

EIS you • e

vik.)4,,v,4,v,zuz142ata

Tomato?! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 25' Lemonade _
_ - -- 6°69

COMMAND. Alit CONTROL provides grec.e• com.
fcrt thrcaphout the home
hi-ALLOY
HEAT LXCHANGER for long-loshnp,
trouble-free service.
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t

Flavor Packed Packers

Va.r,tity
Sophia Loren - Anthony Quinn
- in "THE BLACK ORCHID"

r

50 FREE STAMPS

Save 10c on

Uommand-Aire

Label

SAVE UP TO 20%

Yesterday's Results
Kansas
Boston 2
Dstroa 13 New York 6
Cleveland 5 Washington 3. nigh;
Chicaga 5 Baltimore 2. night

THURSDAY — MAY 21, 1959

(15 N. 5th St.

Murray, Ky. PL 3-1W'

A Division of Western Kentucky Gas Co

4 count
cartzn

We Reserve the Bight to T imit Quanti
ties

•

(
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-

MAY 21, 199
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TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment. Private bath and entrance. Air conditioned. Phone
SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1959 1:30 PLaza 3-5402 after 5.00 p.m. 5-23C
p.m. rain or shine, To be sold at
the Hugh D. Alexander, vacant FURNISHED APARTMENT. Eleclot, located 200 yards north of trically equipped. Hot and cold
Five-Points on highway 121 where water. $35.00 per month. Call PL
intersects Dodson Ave., Murray, 3-3378.
5-27C
Kentucky. Absolute auction! Will
sell the following items: T-model
Ford coupe, running condition, FURNISHED UPSTAIRS DUPLEX
Dare James 12-in floor model with two bedroom; 16e2 Main
Saw. 2-hp motor, 81
/
2-in skill Street. Phone PL 3-3855.
5-22C
saw, 5-in Dara James jointer, skill
belt sander, /
1
2-in heavy duty drill,
air compressor & paint spray outCARD OF THANKS
fit, portable paint sprayer, 30-in
We wish to express our heartfloor stand fan, jig saw, motor and
portable paint sprayer, 20-in, floor felt thanks to our friends and
neighbors for the sympathy and
stand fan, jig saw, motor and
table, heavy duty welding gauge kindness shown us at the sudden
outfit, tank truck, metal chest passing of our beloved father, and
welding equipment, 300 ft welding son, Jack D. Kelly.
To those who sent the beautiful
cable, all metal enclosed 2-wheel
trailer, garden tractor, 2 mowers, flowers and the nice food and
rotary gas mower, juvenile gas those who did erands, we say
driven jeep with trailer, yale "thank you". Especially do we
chain hoist, 1 lot new auto tarts appreciate the comforting words
(rings bearings, etc), 12-in step of Bro. M. T. Robinson nad Bro.
ladder, 2 sets metal scaffolds, Bill Sullivan, the beautiful singing
deep well Jaczi water pump, Fair- at the church and the splendid
banjos-Morse sump pump, 1 lot services rendered by the J. H.
new window trim, 1 lot new Churchill Funeral Home.
Our sorrow was lessened by
rubber base, blow pot (jasoline)
lead pot and ladle, 1 lot plumbing your many deeds of kindness.
supplies, 3 electric motors, Si to May the Lord bless and keep
/
1
2 hp., 1 transit level 1 three you is our prayer.
Mrs. Jack Kelly and Children
gallon water cooler, contact, printWilburn Kelly, Father
er, skill saw overhead attachment,
ITC
heavy duty hand saw vise, bench

AUCTION SALE

r Label •
FOR SALE

rahan6=41111142111111,M

TOMATO AND PEPPER PLANTS.
J. R. Melugin, 402 North 7th. 6-6C

E STAMPS
•

$5.00 order and

;AR 9W

BY OWNER, MODERN SIX room
house only 2 years old. One block
from College. See at 1613 Ryan,
Hale PLaza 3-5654.
5-21C

70 ACRES OF LAND LOCATED
on Blood River. 1.45 tobacco base.
$2100.00 full price.
NEW 4 BEDROOM BRICK HOME
on large lot. Has large family
room, 1 living room with wall to
wall carpeting, nice study with
fire place, lots of closet space,
two ceramac tile baths, garage.
$18.000 full price. Will trade for
cheaper house or farm.

ACROSS

•

89c
S
.
-

4

•

2'/x
115

1-Part of
flower
6-Lower
11-Sober
12-Commenoratty. &sky
14-Prefix: not
16-Classify
17-Send forth
18-Cravat
20-Ifarbors
23-Dutch tows
34-Organs of
hearing
18-Molar
• 28-Teutorde
deity
211-Narrow, flat
boards
1-Flaunt
about idly
33-Metal
fastener
35-Weary
36-no
35-1tIrds' horro,
42-Nnte of peale
43-31ix. as
dough
45- root,e
name

'y, Apple, Black Cherry, Grips

5-Fruit drink
9lea!
10--0-nlits
11-Locations
13-Cubie meter
16-Jog
19-Mure of
eiietrY
21-Civil Injury
22- lilenaish
25-I'll.
27-Rents
30-Part of play
32-Nuisances
34-Sharp
36-Iron
47-Tell
38-13ativ's name
for Pop
40-heavy
drinkers
41-fteaehes
ross
44 :-..trikqs out ,
, -I

2

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

14

DOWN
story
2-Man'is
hicknori+
3-Dance • •i
4-Above ,
touch
11-7"tirop,on
dormouse
11-Part of
-tn he"
7-Exist

tal Blend.
1/2 1 b. A60
box "t0

ASIATATAVAINSAIM
COUPON
111

rT

•

24

Package of
!ed Tea
Any

9

10 gf
13

".'•
•-,'"
27-

.p-43

.42

44

;'}.,-'.
32
T.L'''''',

,•:"...45

46
• *" I•3
52 • .
.
9"- 56 a:1'5e

51
'6

La

• • • 55
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°.-:-..•ei
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Distr. by United Future hyuduste, Inc. 2j

profession of whis a you can be
proud.
The tt7tion is $150.00 cash, or
$175.00 if paid by installments.
We furnish all text books and
equipment,,Our school is approved
by the State Board of Barbers
and Beauticians, State Board of
Education, the Veterans Administration for G. I. training. Scholarships are available for talented
persons who are graduated. New
classes begin June 1. Contact
EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL in person. 306 North 4th Street, Murray,
Ky.
5-27C

ETCANTED

FREE PUPPIES - FEMALE Two all black - Two black and
5-23P
SOMEONE TO PICK UP payments white - Call PL 3-.5938.
on Singer Console. Blond cabinet.
DRIVEWAY BLACKTOPPING,
$593 per month. Contact Bill
The Asphalt Paving Company is
Adams, PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
now taking orders for work on
3-5480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
private driveways. For prompt
TFC
and economical blaektopping ask
DARK-FIRED TOBACCO Plants. for the Asphalt Paving Company
PL 3-1435 between 7 and 8 at PL 3-4506. You may arrange
o'clock Pm5-23P payments as low as $10.00 per
month with no down payment
BABY SITTER & HOUSE Keeper. and 30 days before your first
Phone PLaza 3-1591.
5-21P payment is due. Call the Asphalt
Paving Company phone PL 3-4506
for prompt black topping service.
Small driveways will be given
the same prompt attention. 5-21C
PERSONALIZE WITH M ET AL
PLACE YOUR ORDER for strawmonograms from the Ledger and
berms, pick yourself or we pick
Times Office Supply Departrnett.
them. SS mile south of Kirksey on
Self adhesing, bevelled edge, rust
Highway. Bring containers. Brooks
proof. Suitable for Automobiles,
Watson Phone HU 9-2455.
5-21C
brief cases, cameras, compacts,
guns, gifts, hobbies, luggage, teeth' ereraft, metalorafts. motorcycles, DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
°Sink cases, office supplies, Preset service. Tracks dispatched
sporting. goods, typewriter cases. by two-way radio. Call collect
TFC Mayfield. Phone 433. If no answer
Sea them
call collect Union City, Tennessee,
phone TIT 5-9361.
TFC
HAIL, WIND, FIRE AND Lightnon your :tobacco. Insure with
Galloway Insurance nad R e a 1 I
Estate Agency. Phone PL 3-5842,
Murray, Kentucky.
5-2IC TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
HOUSC frorn some one by May
ARE YOUR HANDS TIED because 9Oth. Write Box 32-B, Murray, Ky.
they lack traiaing? In just 45
wckes (1248) hours) you can trias
NANCY
come a licensed beautician, a

I

NOTICE

way.

mg

A NEW MYSTERY

WANTED to RENT I

5-23p

by

AFRIR

ight C

vise, several saw blades 8-in to
16-in., 8-in. Dacia set, 5-in, molding
head, fuel burning heating stove,
electrc humidifier, 1 lot heavy
gauge galvanized sheetmetal, adding rmichine, like new, portable
typewriter, combination radio and
record player, electric ironer, baby
cribs i2), 2 dinnig tables and
chairs. 10-ft. by 1241. camping
ten, like new. Many other items
too numerous to mention! Auctioneer, Douglas Shoemaker.
1TP

TF
-OR RENT
3 ROOM DUPLEX UNfurnished,
two furnished apartments, farm
house 11
/
2 miles west of Lynn
Grove, space for house trailer 111
1621 Calloway, available 1st of
month. Apply at 306 South 16th.
5-22P

BOYS 10- 13 WHO WANT PART
time work this summer on Ledger
So Times carrier route"... Contact
James Harmon, Ledger & Times.
TF

$5.00

$5.00
FREE

FREE
in

SAY-WAY STAMPS
with a '2.50 purchase
Stalls Market

Holland's Grocery

Owens Market

Tuck's Grocery

Wright's Grocery

Harris Grocery

Coupon

Not Good After May 24

,19', A

1,,

!of

Nil14 r

''9'I

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
Use T-4-L for 3 to 5 days. Watch
fresh-as-a-daisy, healthy skin replace the infection. If not delighted with instant-drying T-4-L,
your 480 back from any druggist.
Note: T-4-L is especially for
severe cases. NOW at Holland
Drug Co.

SCRATCH-ME-NOT
WITH ITCH-ME-NOT!
Apply ITCHaME-NOT. In 15
minutes, if the itch needs scratching, get your 480 back. You feel
the medication take hord to quiet
the itch in minutes; watch healthy,
clear skin come on. Get ITCHME-NOT from any druggist for
external skin irritations. NOW at
Holland Drug Co.

Tangy" keliow
Full-Bodied!
Golden-Richt
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

by Ernie Bushisillor

HERE'S GLOOMY
OTTO --- I WON'T

Panfey eardnerj

Pirivr"7-1
#

C:a•
•==.11

--- JUST LOOK AT
THAT BIG, BRIGHT,
BEAUTIFUL SKY

LET

IT'S FULL OF

FALLOUT

HIM DEPRESS
ME TODAY

y Orb 11.••• 4...ar•rv don Marl ly Loy 'W....* I. ma...
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er Cut Chops, lb. 69c

•

.39c

lb.
Pkg.

i
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megeure
Se-Pmits 5Apor
55-Ml.rairea
CI-Weird
62-Sows

Pkg.

1 Glad for

4 -5

11

Fra-Itererrt

31 - I:at
53-Turld.h

3

47-Arrow poison 67-4ote of scale
33-Compass
Se-chnilenge
point
62-Organ of
hearing
$0-ilytothe(ical
forte
64-Anger

•
e.'12
.•
16''":17

:9

th coupon

TOP
REGISTERED POLNTERS
pups, from son of champion Shores
Brownie Deone, whelped April 6th
white & liver thrifty beauties,
reasonables. Green 0. Wilson PL
3-3536.
5-ZINC

3 EAGLE CUSHMAN MOTOR
scooters. '57 models. Also three5-GAITED MARES WITH COLTS
wheel motorette. Call Turner's
by side. Yotmg saddle mares ROBERTS REALTY, Phone PL 3- Shop in Coldwater. HU 9-2107.
1651 days or Hoyt Roberts PL
without colts. Phone PL 3-4581.
3-22P
3-3924, Jimmie Rickman, PL 3-5344,
5-22P

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ICE

Bill Presson PL 3-5731 riie;hts.
5-21C

I

HOME RUN
BUFFALO, N. Y. - (178 - Students in the Buffalo public school
system always look forward to
the local baseball team's first
name game of the season. Classes
are traditonally dismissed early
to allow students to attend the
home opener.

HELP WANTED

•

"What?"
principles. Tell him shout cas"PM not certain the photograing the joint so as to determine
there really was only one eleva- pher even knew the idol was in
the camera."
tor. Dress it up."
"Why 7"
"He rimy resent that," I said.
"The way it was wrapped in
"He can resent it if he wants
cotton."
nave a living to make.
to.
We
ta[rtar.le nit, a_
"What does that have to do
Crockett s Hr.* scent. Br ;yin Otte He's already put a value on that
MbUllt bunch of Junk at nine thousand With it 7"
Miley tipp,1 oil cos sr rao
the preenuit.ita inceinst gale ,rasheoll bucks. We've got it back for him
said, "Suppose sonic woman
and then had reseu to regret it. For
wanted that idol and knew that
somehow an intrater tot twist DUI without any fuss or trouble."
Bertha •nd are X r'ty cirotertise devi, e
the best way to get It out of
1 shook my need and said,
e with • lade Buddha •nd • pygmy
there was to conceal it in a
blowgun treasured by Crockett
"Nix, Bertha, nix."
camera. That Speed Graphic
Bertha furious over her apparent
"What do you mean, nix? I'm
lapse. surnro,n..1 ner bantam weight
that the idol was in had a wideabout
money."
partner. Donald Lam while Crockett talking
angle lens. In other words, it
insisted that nis stolen curios be retalking about money,
"I'm
cot ered without pollee involvement
was a one-shot camera The
be
"But
let's
ner.
too,"
I
told
Following a hunch Donald visited
photographer used. that to take a
the offices of the International otIod logical about it. If it had taken
will Club. the sponsor of Crockett • a Month to grab this stuff, we picture of the gaesta at the table,
recent expedition to Borneo. There
and then that watt the last shot
In the staff of a club flag. Donald could nave built it up into a big
it
foiled the missing blowgun. Then play. The way it is, we went out he was going tor Waite with
vi',ins the stoilio of Lionel Palmer.
that night.
• photographer who was at the party. and grabbed it.
the
knew
that
"Anybody
he found the lade Buddha secreted in
"We can't possibly build that
photographer and knew cameras
the bark ol a eamera.
up into a big job Without getDonald is telling the story. .
be pretty certain Of that,
could
ting in trouble with questions of
no that was the can iera in which
business ethics and all of that.
CHAPTER 10
to hide the jade h:ol.
Therefore, since it's got to be a
"So some woman who wanted
LSIE BRAND, my secretary, relatively small job anyway, why
showed me a clipping from not minimize the thing and make that idol used Lionel Palmer as
a cat's-paw to get the chestnut
the newspaper.
It appear we toss those things'off
out of the fire for her. Then she
-Seen this?" she asked, plac- every day before breakfast?
Intended to coma drifting into
"We send him a bill for the
ing the tip Of her finger on a
studio. She, watches for
paragraph near the bottom: "It work of one operative for one Palmer's
an opportunity, opens the back of
is rumored that n wealthy Indi- day, and dress It out a little with
camera, slips out the idol
vidual who spends Mitch of his expenses in the line of taxi fares, the
and that's that."
time cruising around in foreign meals and incidental& We get in
"What about the cotton
Countries, getting material for a solid with a new client. The next
Bertha asked.
tax-exempt foundation, has been tin.° Crochett has any lob, we're
"That's what makes me think
away front home too much, too In on it. Any time Crockett's
photographer didn't do IL"
want anything done, the
often and too frequently. His frienda
"Go on," Bertha said.
much younger wife has other they'll come to US becaese they'll
cotton was just pushed
"The
plans for spending the rest of bcr have heard all atiout us from
in there loose. Loose threads of
life."
Crockett."
cotton can stick to the inside of
Bertha blinked her eyes and
"Le that supposed to mean
camera and raise merry hell
said, "I'll think It over. I'd sleep a
something to me?" I asked.
photographs. A photogtAith
it be fare I send him a bill.
on
"It should," site said,
rapher might have put a soft
But you take the junk up there."
cloth Inside the camera, but he
I was about to say something
I said, "If you promise to make
when Bertha Cool appeared in the guy a nominal charge, I'll wouldn't have been apt to have
the doorway, standing militantly take the stuff over and give him packed the idol in loose cotton
and then put It In the carneret."
with the dark wood blowgun in a b
•
build u p on the work."
Lk.rtlia's greedy little eyes lit
one hand, the jade Buddha Li the
"It's a go." Bertha Said, and
she said, "I've got
other.
e attlif iitk my up. "Look,"
,,
literally sho,
an idea. Tell him that for the
"Don't think I'm going to go Lands.
you can't tell him
parading up there with this
"Want me to telephono and moment
3ou recovered the idol
junk," she said.
tell him you're coining ?" EL is where
be anise you're working on it
"You're going to fix the fee, Brand asked.
I
ry and fix the responsibility.
aren't you?"
I hesitated for a moment, then
uu four or five days'
grinned and said, "No, I want to That'll give
"You bet 1 am."
hang
work. You can
"Then you'd better have the see the guy's face when I hand mcre
photographer's atu•
him the stuff. That hole couldn't around that
last contact with the client."
see who comes In."
"The Writ contact," Bertha have been bored le the flagpole dia and
"I couldn't hang around that
said, -will be when I fix the fee. without sornrbodi in the house
obnoxious guy for a week with• I'm not going to do it in his knowing about it-in other
him," I told her.
house, going up there lika a de- worth, that had to he an inside out killing
him,"
cullivata
III
"Then
job. I want to find out whether
livery boy.
annvunced.
Bertha
"I've keen thinking this thing Dean Crockett the Second caresaid,
and
head
shook
my
I
over. Donald, you haee to admit fully arranged to have this stuff
"Yotete all wet, Bertha. The
that when it comes to financial missing and then called us In
thing to do Is to put the cards
matters, Bertha has the right as window dressing, and, if he
on the table with Crockett, make
hunches. . . . Now, here's the did, why he did It."
thing, and
"Don't get tough with him," a quick turn on the
way to play this. You take this
then if he wants any additional
stuff up and deliver it. You tell Bertha warned.
about Lionel Palmer,
"I won't unless I see a blazed information
him about how you recovered it.
he'll give us the jou of finding
Don't make it look so darned trail leading to where I want to
out."
simple and easy, the way you did go," I told her.
Bertha sighed wearily. "Argil"How about the photographer?
4111/
when you were telling it to me.
with you," she said, "is as
ing
"Dress it up a bit. Tell him Couldn't he have done the Whole
bud as trying to arguo with the
*bout the way you reasoned thing?" Bertha asked.
"He tillsaa hate," I told her, calendar. Get out of here and du
thing!, out, only don't tell hint
It your way."
that you started In the middle "but I have another Idea on
(ConfIntril Tomerrotr,',
of the bo_ok. GO back to first that."
WITAT HAS 1111APP1 NED
The preperati-ms of Dean Crockett
,,xplorer, for a party to
h is penthouse included hiring iiertha
coni of the Cool & Lam Detective
Agcncy to keep Ord gate crashers end
510-4k thieves. He believed a WW1la
was the gate crasher who got sway
fro ri eir,v1ous party with one of his
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COME ON-SMILE-JUST THINK---

HERE COMES
GLOOMY OTTO --I'LL CHEER
HIM UP

SCHOOL

CLOSES
SOON--

SUMMER?
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SUN BURN --'MOSQUITOES-POISONIVY---LIGHTNING--HAY FEVER---BEE STINGS-THORNS --- WASP5-HURRICANES-HORNETS-FLIES-
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I'M TERRIBLY BUSY- AND
I DON'T TNiNK I WANT TO
BUY ANYTI-liNG TODAY/ AM DEAF AND DUMB
AND I NEED WORK IF
YOU NEED A MOTHER'S
HELPER I'M SURE I
WILL PLEASE 'IOU.
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THE RENTAL ON
THIS CHEAP NEW
ART MOVIE,FROM
ITALY, IS ONLY A
DOLLAR A DAsf,SAM -

EVEN THEN
I WON'T
BREAK
EVEN-WITH
THE SHOW
THEY VE
GOT NEWT"
DOOR"
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Miss Frankie Erwin
honoree At Bridal
Shower This Week

LE
FIDGER & TIMES
-- MURRAY, RE
NT

UCKY

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Catches Sailfish
Science "Tagged"

Phone PL 3-4707

A m...acellaneous show
er, honoring Miss Frankie Erwi
n, brideelect of Mr. Dan
McNutt, was
given by Mrs. Char
les Henry and
Mrs. H. B. Wiloughb
y recently at
the Murray Electric
building.
The gift table was
graced with
a pink satin umbrella
trimmed
white lace from whic
h white and
pink streamers were
attached to
various points on the
gift table.
The tea table was
Thursday, May 21st
covered with
Monday. May 25th
The Home department
white and platinum
Mrs. Hermon Hanley spokc.
of the I The Toastmis
cloth and Woman
.. on
tress Club will
s club will meet at
was centered with
"Good Grooming" at a
an arrange- club
the meet at the Woman's
recent
house at 2:30 in the
Club House meet
ment of pink carnations
after- for a dinner meet
ing of the Wadesboro Hom
and stock. noon. Host
eing at 6:30.
eses will be Mesd
makers club held in the hom
ames i
•• • •
Miss Erwin chose for
Will
e of
Rose
,
G.
B.
Scott, Bun i
the occaMrs.
Clin
ton
Bure
hett
sion a Franklin blac
at one
Thursday, May 211th
k raw dress Swann. Br y an Tolley, Leonard
o'clock in the afternoon.
The Magazine club will
with a portrait collar.
meet at
She was Vaughn, H. T. Waldrop and T. C.
Mrs.
Hanl
ey
state
d that people
the club house at 2 30 in
presented a corsage of
Doran.
the after- judge others first
white iris,
by what they
noon. Hostess will be
a gift from the
Mrs. Ora see. She asked
hosteses. The
•• ••
the question "What
Mason. Program leader
mothers of the bride
is Mrs. I mesage do you
and groom
want your apEdwin Larson. A book revi
were presented gift
The Business and Prof
ew
corsages of
pear
ance
essional' be given by Mrs
to give your friends,
pink carnations.
Edmund Steytl- neig
Womar.'s Club will meet
hbors and other people you
in the I er.
Murray Woman's Club
meet" A well groomed,
Miss Erwen was aist
House at
crisp
•• • •
ed in six-thirty o'clock. Mrs
appearance does not come by
Sadie Nell
opening her gifts by
acMiss Diane Jones will be the
The Zeta department will
meet cident, it is achieved by cons
program chairElkins and Mrs. Faye
tant. I
White. who man.
f.a- a picnic. Hosteses will
be ly working at it, she continue
will serve as bridesma
d.
Mesdames Bernard Bell,
ids in Miss
I
Charles
Erwin's wedding.
The devotional was given by
Program will be presented
by Shuffett, Bill Solomon, Ronald Mrs. Lowell
Palm
er
with the
the Music Department.
Approximately fifty pers
Hostesses Crouch and Miss Lauise Lamb
thought for the day. "Rejoice and
ons were will be
.
Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Maude
present or sent gifts.
••• •
than
be
kful
".
Her scripture read- I
Riley and Mrs. Ruble PooL
ing was taken from Psalms 5.
Roll call was answered by 10
members and two visitors, Mrs.
May Jones and Mrs. Lee Burchett.
Compare the cost of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Farris
Mrs. Baron Palmer. president,
Clabber Girl, ounce for
from Dayton. Ohio are in Murray stat ,tha
ed
ounce, with that of
t now is the time for
visit
ing
with
their
moth
er,
Mrs. immunization. She reported on
other leading brands
the
Genie Farris Evans and aunt, clot
You'll be surp-ised!
hing bank progress and the
Mrs. Maudy E. Hale and other club
voted to accept time in
relatives and friends in the com- keeping
the bank open and opermuni
ty.
Thei
r son, Bill Farris has ating.
Clabber Girl is exclusively
been visiting wgth his grand
known as rho baking powd
Landscaping notes were read by
with the balanced double er
mother for the past two months Mrs.
Palmer and recreation was .
action ... balanced for
and will return with his parents. directed
by Mrs. Monroe Mitchell.
uniformity in both mixing
The June meeting will be held
bowl and oven.
in the home of Mrs. Hanley and
Your vote mazes you the boss all members are urged to attend
BALANCED
in our system f government. So because of the election of officers.
Double Action Me., .
•• ••
use it! Mke sure you vote on
MAKING POWDER
E:ection Day See y
BETTER Baking
at the
polls!

0/0044

Social Calendar

Il'adesboro Club
Hear Lesson Pointers _
On Good Grooming

Personals

PAY
LESS...
GET
MORE...

CLABBER GIRL

Baxter's Big Bargain
SPRING SALE
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
TO BE GIVEN SATURDAY
, (MAY 23)

4 p.m.

IREE BEDROOM SUITE
IRONING BOARD A

A
d)
d)
tisutsst ato
b Ie
Eleven. Re gPosit on. $1 O.95s
$

4.95
SILICONE FOAM PAD AN
D COVER (reg. '2.98) . . .
9.99

IRONING BOARD, PAD and COVER
• Only One to a Custom
er!
• None to Dealers!

REGULAR $44.50

ONLY $6.95

INNERSPRING MATTRESS - - I/ PR
2 ICE
Box Springs To Match
At Same Price With TradeRegular $59.50
In!

SIMMONS or SEALY IN
NERSPRING MATTRESS
Box Springs To
39.50
COTTON AND FELT MA Match At Same Price!
TTRESSES (reg. 96.95) Sal
e '10.95
Reg. '209.50 LIVINGROOM
SUITE (Save 100)
S109.50
Reg. 919.95 DINETTE SU
ITE (large table, 6 chairs
) '87.77
Reg. 109.95 7-Pc. DINETT
E SUITE (Irg. table, 6 chrs.)
'64.95
Reg. 949.50 2-Pc. LIVING
ROOM SUITE . .
only '89.95
3-Pc. MAHOGANY BE
DROOM SUITE (reg.'229.5
0)'166.66
3-Pc. BEDROOM SUITE (re
g. '139.50)
'89.98
Regular '2.49 END TABLES
only 9.79
Sale Prices On
Up
to 18 Months To Pay
FREEZERS, 10-year guaran
tee
AT
90
0 DISCOUNTS
Regular $229.50
LIVING ROOM SUITES, Fo
am Pl..'ober (save /0)'....
. '149.88
20 to 40(--c DISCOUNT ON
ALL ITEMS IN OUR STOR
E
EXCEPT FAIR TRADE
ITE

9 x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS, reg.
$7.95
12x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS, reg.
$15.95
12 x 12 LINOLEUM RUGS, reg.
$17.95
9 x 12 GOLD SEAL RUGS

.11rs. Billy Kingins
Hostess To Concord
Hornetnakers Meet

The New Concord Homemakers
club met recently in the home of
Mrs. Billy Kinsins for a lesson
in "Secrets of Charm". Presiding
officer was Mrs. Leon Adams,
president.
The devotional was read by
',!.ss Mary Montgomery and Mrs.
.
L. Dunn discussed tips for
Farm and Home safety Rules
around the house.
Mrs. T. R. Edwards, secretary,
reed the minutes and the toll
call was answered by 14 members
telling what each liked to
do
most outside the house.
The lesson was presented by
Mrs. Pete Hughes assisted by
Mrs. Yandall Wrather Mrs. Hugh
es
told the group t hat physical
beauty is not necessary in orde
r
to be charming but that othe
r
assets such as good apiseara
rce,
a pleasing personality and good
physical care, are important.
She
used pictures to further illuivrate
"a more charming you
by
changes of hair styles.
The hostess, assisted by her
daughter. June, and Misses Sar.
drs
Adams. Sharon Hughes and
J-ree
Malcolm. ser ved refreshments
.
Two visitors were Mrs.
Wra.
.her
and Mrs. Burton Lax.
The next meeting will
be in
the home of Mrs. Leon
Ad..ma,
Friday, June 19, at 10
o'clock
in the morning.
• •••
The right to vote in free
Cecas is a precious privilege
Be
informed voter. Study
the
.ndidates and issues. Vote
-but
,n''t vote in the dark. See
you
alter.
Your vote is your chan
ce to
to bat for good governme
nt.
+Ice your turn at bat on
Elec.n Day May 28 See you
at
e polls!
It takes at least a full
year
..erci an active submarin
e for
officer to become eligsb!e•
to
n on his "dolphins" and
beme a full-fledged subr
narineer.
i" the polls'

To Urge Every Voter In Calloway
County To Cast A Ballot For Our

Card of Thanks

W. Zelna Carter

from "Little Bonnie" Gar
rison

- FOR -

I take this means
of thanking you with all
my
heart for your rec
ent help in signing the
petition circulated by
my wife and other fine
people, which proved
your confidence in me.
That, I will always
cherish. Since your names
are not at my disp
osal, I cannot thank you
personally.

Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Robert Young
Glenn Doran
James Williams

CLIFTON B. GARRISON
better known as
"Little Bonnie" Garrison

Waylon Rayburn
George Hart
Kerby Jennings

Don't sacrifice your child's future on
the alter of a political slate!

0,00011OO

MORE --IS THE BUY WORD
AT AAP--

•

WI PRICES!

•11‘
;
;,
..

ALL GOOD BACON
SALE

ALL GOOD SLICED

BACON (

Lb'

49c)

THICK SLICED BACO supe
r tight
N
SLAB BACON Super Right-Ary Size
Cut

Frying Chickens
Ground Beef
Pork Roastruitr
Perch Fillets...

39(

Lb

e

Lb.
b 33

Several Times Daily
Whole
or Half

•

2 Lb. Pkg. 89c
Lb
37c

eld
cGtoevernment

F,esnly U(IGne.raUS
o
PtU n
Ud
P

Fresh

1111111111111ffill11111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111
AkitetCAS DEFINDABL( F000 ktIAC
HANT

SUPER
RIGHT

Lb

(Sliced, lb. 390

Lb

Lb.
Box

1 59
) Lb.

(5

ANN PAGE

29`
49`
35`
33`

•

TT

White,

4

Devil's Food, Honey Spice

Reliable
Aristocrat Crackers
Heinz Pork & Beans
D ill Pickles Dailey Kosher Style
Grapefruit Juice. P
Red Salmon Sunnybrook
Comet Long Grain Rice

20.0Z.
PKGS.

Grade

Orange Juice
Strawberries

CA-

4

Froze"

(

Cans

Can
Ctn

10-Or
Pkgs

Frozen

ButterSweet
Cheddar Cheese
Sharp Cheese
Creamery

Mild... Lb.
Aped Wises.

•

GOLDEN RIPE

Bananas
12(
Lemons.,......29c
Radishes p,„ 5`
CarrotsIBiocL.:2.1-abg19,
99` ,e,
69` Corn 6 E.„39`
Lb

JUIC: CAUF=ORNIA
Med.

GREEN ONIONS OR

CP1SP FRESH

3

r9,

69c

Lb.
Can

u
Glazed Donu s
49' Orange Chiffon
594 Rhubarb Pie jPeanre„r
L

C"

Young

Lb
Pig

4

•

Jane Parker
00133C
Reg. 39c....
Jane Parker A a
t
Cake Reel 5k)
.
117
h4e
9g
c)Ea-

39°

Home Lunch Bags
27,17349c
29c 55c TiTidydy Ho
me Garbage Bags 2 Po21, 49c
Pie Filling
Pinto Beans
3'
C :1.00
P'.'n
2 23t Ne
,
sca fe
95c
Reynolds WrapHH,F 2sR:t 29
( Ripe Olives37
Crisco
3 85c
Butter Kernete.:::. 2Cans 39c
dexola
it7n
39
c4
,9c
7
mum.
1 issue Nhit.Or
4 Rolls 35Colr
I]orthern iNuanp::: 3
Tide Detergent
Pt

•

SH FLORIDA GOLDEN

dexo Shortening:"..ve).:abe
1 Lb
Roll

1859 -1959

17-0z.
Cans

17-0z.
Box
16 Oz.
Cans

)6
4

6eakrdzoi

89c

49c
19c
2
29c
Qt.
Jar 25c
18-0z.
Can 10c
1-Lb
Can 79c
Lb
2 Pig
45c

4-Pak
Saltines

sap

Wesson Oil

•

BIRTHDAY

MixesYellow,
Cake Pea
sFancy

12c ON
"cal

)

•

6-0z.
Jar

No. 1
Tail

pr

SHORTENING

(1 Lb Can 32c)

Rutter Ke-nel
inio.” Whole Kernel ......

only $11.95

& SON, Mgrs.

WE AGREE

Ea

only $10.88
. only $9.89

•

C.-

Lb

Can

14.0r
Cans

•

A&P's OWN
ALL PURPOSE OIL

PINT

QUART

.44341.
°
) °
di

Northern

only $48.88

TO TH1 BEST-YET COSTS YOU LESS

only $109.88

Baxter Clark Furniture - Hazel , Ky.
M. A. OLIVER

Read Our Classifieds

When he reci-rtured it, the fish
had grown to a length cf seven

CofFer

only $3.99

. only $99.88

THURSDAY - MA
Y 71, 1959
inch and weighed te

19, 1958, when its weight was es- feet, one
tinnati:d at 20 pounds and i ts pound,.
length at six at d a half feet.

Pure Instant

MS

9 x 12 AXMINISTER WOOL RUG
S, reg. $79.50
12x 15 AXMINISTER WOOL
RUGS, Reg. $149.50 ......
12x12 AXMINISTER WOOL RUG
S, Reg. $134,50

covered almost hidden
beneath
niarine moss and goose
barnacles.
The tag was placed on the
sailfish
as part of a program initi
ated by
the University of Miam
i's MaMIAMI - When Ross rine Laboratory in 1950.
McClure of Dayt,Dn.
Ohio, hauled
in a sailfish off Delr
The purpose of thls proje
ay Beach.
ct is to
Fla.. this season, he
learn about the movement
learned he
s and
growth of sailfish. Of all the
had 'actually recaptured
a fish
that was first caught
tagged. only nine have been
three years
la ago only to be sent back
captured.
to sea.
What told him this was
a dartMcClure's quarry had been
shaped tag which
tagMcClure dis- ged off lsam
oi ads. Fla., on Feb.

PRICES IN Twit an ereEcTIVF
THRU SAT

CAUGHT WIT HANDED-Melvin
Paige. 27, stares at a bund
le of
nearly $2,000 with which a
Dallas, Tex.. policeman is
confronting him. The money was
stolen from the Oak Cliff
Bank
and Trust company, and Paig
e
was caught trying to flush
it
down a filling station
toilet
Paige is from Cincinnati
, 0.

Pt:file: 350

Pkg
La 320

•TeiesCA•s 00.11440V 0004
SITASISs

TM GMAT ATLANTIC

MAY

73..

. . &MCI 11199

PACIF1

COMFANT
THIS STORE WILL BE CLOS
ED MEMORIAI DAY.
SAT., MAY 30
PLENTY PARKING NEXT
DOOR IN MUNICIPAL PA
RKING LOT

4
,
•

